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County faces increased
expenses for renovation

JAN

By MATT SANDERS
tion of the renovation costs and wallboard made of treated sheet
News Editor
will pay a rental fee for the rock, Nix said.
Additional labor has been plac- building to the county, a county
"The sheet rock is suppose to
ed in the hands of the work crew spokesman said. However, a con- withstand fire for one hour," he,
while Calloway County govern- tract between that office and the added.
ment faces an undetermined in- county has not been signed, he adOwens said fire codes require
crease in expenses for renovating ded.
hallways of .buildings to contain
the old post office into a courA new crew, consisting of three fire-rated material.
thouse annex.
carpenters, two electricans and
Wood paneling was _installed
Officials from the fire marshal's usually five county employees, throughout the main floor by the
office presented blue prints of the was selected by the newly-elected previous crew. Both Weeks and
main floor of the building to the county judge and began work Nix said the sheetrock would be
county illustrating how much of Tuesday on the main floor.
glued and nailed on the outside of
the completed work would be acSeventeen doors will have to be the paneling facing the hallway
cepted under state fire codes.
replaced along with 13 door and vestibule in order to save exCharles B. Nunn, building code frames, Nix said.
penses and time.
specialist with the Division of
But, part of the scheduled work
Fire doors made of wood treated
Ituilding Code Enforcement, and
with a fire-resistant material will may be delayed while the county
Phil Owens, Murray fire marshal, need to be installed, the super- obtains new materials, according.
discussed the project with Judge- visor added. The doors also are to to Nix. He explained the addition
Executive George Weaks and
be equipped with automatic clos- of the sheet rock would. increase
Rupert Nix, who Weaks recently ing devices.
the width of an ordinary size door
appointed to supervise renovation
Door frames to be installed frame to an unusal width, which
of the building.
were made of wood. The fire mar- may be more difficult to purchase.
Nix estimated the project was 50 shal's office requires them to be
A combined circuit courtpercent complete. The county
made of metal, Weeks said.
district court clerk's office is
judge speculated the project
The judge added his request to located in the southwest portion of
would be finished in 60 days.
treat the wood frames with fire- the building. The district courWeeks added he was pleased
resistant paint was turned down troom and judge's chamber ocwith the *meeting and felt the fire
by officials.
cupies the southeast half.
marshalS were helpful.
Most of the materials purchased
A witness-conference room,
The facility, located at the corby the county but.disallowed by witness-jury room and jury conner of 4th and Maple Streets, will fire marshals will be returned, ference room lies in the northwest
house all court-related offices curWeaks said. He said much of it has section. The circuit courtroom
rently occupying the second floor
not been used.
and judge's chamber are located
of the courthouse. In pecember,
Materials used and not retur- in the northeast portion.
the fiscal court voted to, name the
nable will be stored and used in
The AOC provides all furbuilding the Robert O. Miller
other county projects, he added. • nishings for both courtrooms, inCourthouse Annex.
Walls along the vestibule, in the --eluding wall-to-wall carpeting,
Weaks said it has not determinwest portion of the structure, and judge's benches and seating.
ed how much money will be added
in the main hallway, throughout
Nix said the work crew will conto the total cost of the project.
the northwest section of the centrate on completing the clerk's
"The Administrative Office of the .building, ate to be lined with a office first. Movement of both the
Courts (AOC) will assume a por- five-eighths inch fireshield
(Continued On Page 2)
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RENOVATION — Workers
(right) continue with the renovation of the old post office into the ,
courthouse annex. A combined
district court-circuit court clerk's
office (below) was given top
priority for completion in the
renovation project.

•

Defendants sentenced in Circuit Court
In Calloway County Circuit hary on each count with sentences ---TO-1;vo years in the state penten- pententiary on each count with
Court Friday, Judge James M. to run concurrently.
tiary on count I and one year in the sentences to run concurrently.ImSteve Barnett, 1314 Vine St., state pententiary OT1 each of the prisonment was withheld with
Lassiter sentenced those who
pleaded guilty to indictments. Murray, who pleaded guilty last remaining counts with those sentence -changed to a period of
month to one count of trafficking sentences to run concurrently.
Those sentenced were:
probation of two years.
Timmy Cook, Rt. 2, Hazel, who in Schedule II non-narcotic conRicky Don Collie, 20, No. 1
Timothy Beard, 19, New Conpleaded guilty to trafficking in a trolled substances, was sentenced
Waldrop Trailer Courts, Murray,
was sentenced to one year in
cord,
Schedule II narcotic, controlled.. to one year in the.s,tate peniten- who pleaded guilty last month to
the state pententiary following a
substance last month, was tiary.
one count third degree burglary
of his probation.
Donald Eugene Duncan, 19, Rt. and one count of theft under $100, revocation
sentenced to maximum term of
was sentenced to one year in the
five years at the state peniten- 1 Dexter, who pleaded guilty last
Robert Bizzel, 19, Hart Hall,
month to two counts of theft over state pententiary on count I and Murray State University, who
tiary.
Glenda Johnson, 21, Rt. 5, Mur- $100, was sentenced to one year in
one year in the county jail on pleaded guilty last mbnth to one
ray, who pleaded guilty last the state pententiary on each
count II with sentences to run con- count of possession of a Schedule
month to one count of third degree count with sentencing to run con- currently.
II narcotic controlled substance,
burglary, one count of theft over currently.
Michael Lee Baker, 30, 401 one count of possession of a
Allen Wayne Paschall, 19, Rt. 7, Jerome Dr., Paris, Tenn., who Schedule I non-narcotic controlled
$100, foul counts of receiving
stolen property over $100, posses- Murray, who pleaded guilty last pleaded guilty last month to one substance and one count of possession of a Schedule II narcotic con- month to three counts of third count of third degree burglary and sion of marijuana, was granted
trolled substance, was sentenced degree burglary and three counts one count of theft over $100, was probation with the condition of
sentenced to one year in the state entering drug rehabilitation.
to one year in the state penten- of theft over $100, was sentenced

State sentate approves bill
to cut governor's power
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In
what may be record time, the
Senate has approved and sent to
the House a bill which would slice
into a governor's power to
reorganize the executive branch
during a legislative session.
The vote Friday was 36-0 and
there was no discussion.
.
Meantime, in the House, legisla-

General Assembly schedules
hearings on propsed budget

FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) —
Here is the schedule of budget
hearings released Friday 'by
the House and Senate Ap_tion taken by school adpropriations and. Revenue
ministrators and the board serves
Committees. All Senate
as a deterrent to illicit drug use by
meetings will be from 9-12 each
students.
day,in Room 110, Capitol Annex. House meetings will be in
No other items were discussed
Room 103 of the Annex at the
at the meeting.
times shown.
The student was charged with
Senate
possession of marijuana by the
Tuesday, Jan. 12: Education
Calloway County Sheriff's office,
and Humanities Cabinet,
according to Deputy Larry Nixon.
Minimum _Foundation ProHe will be summoned into juvenile
gram.
court, Nixon added.
Wednesday, Jan. 1 3:
Minimum Foundation Program, exceptional children,
vocational education and textbooks. —
Thursday, Jan. 14: Depart. "I kne,14 they were trying—to-- ment of Education, school lundivest the Western Electric and-- chroom program, rehabilitaBell Labs," he said. He said he
tion services.
tbouLhtthc _B ell compgntes.
Wedriesdayi-Jan.-20:- Teacher "would stay together as a system,
R etirement System, State
but this seems to be the will of the
School Building Authority,
people.,"
Libraries and Archives, KenIn effect, Bunn said,lhe decitucky Educational Television,
sion means South Central will be a
Bureau for the Blind, Kentucky
new corporation, with a shift in
Historical Society, Human
ownership, but not in employees.
Rights Commission, Commis• He said he did not know if the
name South Central would be
maintained.
Bunn said be first learned of the
decision on Tuesday at a meeting
One Sections-12 Pages
of Bell vice presidents.
Aces
10
"This is not the solution we
Classifieds
10,
11
sought, but we don't make public
Comics
10
policy," he said.
Crosswords
10
"The courts, the Congress, the'
Dear Abby
Federal Communications ComDr. Lamb
10
mission say - -the Bell system
Fins And Feathers
5
shouldn't be so large, and
Horoscopes
7
therefore I want to support the
Murray
Today
4
public policy.
' •
Obituaries
—
AT&T has 18 months to.decidt
-Shop Talk
•• •
how the operating '.companies
Sports
89
should be Oroken up:
7

Calloway student expelled by school board
Calloway Co,unty High student
has been expelled because of
alleged possession of marijuana
on the school campus. The school
board action took place at a
special Meeting Friday.
An expulsion recommendation
was made to the board by Jack
Rose, superintendent, and Jerry
Aieley, principal. The stgdent's
itlentity was withheld.
The expulsion period will encompass the remaining part of the

current semester plus the follo*ing semester, Rose said.
° According to regulations
established by the school board
during thilSehool year, the student will have until May 1 to submit a written request for re-entry
to classes in the fall. ,
If a request is submitted, it will
be reviewed by a committee consifting of Ainley, Johnny Bohannon, assistant superintendent and

Billy Nix, assistant principal. The
committee also will interview the
student before making a recommendation to the school board.
According to the regulations,
the student cannot be re-admitted
during the current semester. The
student will not receive credit for
the currentsemester, Rose said.
Despite.the incident, Rose said
he felt the drug problem in the
Calloway schools is a small one. It
was his opinion that consistent ac-

South Central Bell says rates will skyrocket
By The Associated Press
•

et.

Local phone rates will skyrocket
as a_ result of ii7agreement between the government and
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. in an antitrust suit, according
to a'South Central Bell official.
But a full-page advertisement
placed by AT&T in newspapers
across the country today explaining the consent agreement says
"the high quality of local And long
distance telephone service at-of-_
fordable rates would be maintained."
"We expect local rates will
skyrocket," said Walter Sechriest.
Jr, South Central Bell district
manager Birmingham, Ala. "In
the pas4,-4hey have been subsidized by many of our other services
ontiuntler this new arrangement;
this will not be possible." •
That feeling was echoed - in
Louisv.ille by South Central Bell
spokesman Cruse C. firaswell Jr.
he. conceivable increases
could to t',I* ercat magnitude,'"

Braswell said. "The situation is
that the rates will be driven more
to the cost of providing the (local)
service."
Bralwell said that the Kentucky..
Public Service Commission will
continued to carry the responsibility for regulating local and
long-distance calling rates within
the state. But the PSC. will also
have to regulate competitors
drawn into those service
categories by the settlement, be
adde,d.
W.R. Bunn, firesident of-South
Central Bell, said residential
customers may see their 815 monthly base teleptaie bills double
because of the settlement of the 7year-old spit.
Under the agreement, AT&T
will give up its 22 local operating
companies, of which South Central Bell is one. The move is not
expected to-change the number of
employees employed by South
Central.
South Central, with head-

qtkirters in Birsaingharn, has
.57,811 employees in Alabama,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee. and Kentucky. About 7,600
of the employees are in Kentucky.
E-Mployee wages and pensions
will remain the same, the firm
said.
"Over the next 18 months,"
Braswell said, "most employees'
jobs won't change much under
this agreement. And for about 75
percent of our employees, there
won't be any change in who they
report to, either."
In Washington, AT&T Chairman
Charles Brown said that by increasing competition for both service and equipment, the agreemerit might lead to lower consumer 'rates. His statement appear ed to ..contradict the
stateme s of local officials.
- Bunn sal lime terms-of the sethim, adding he
tlement surpn
had not expected that the
operating complinies would be
broken off from AT&T
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tion was introduced which would
permit multibank holding companies.
Sen. Pat MeCuiston, DPembroke, sponsored the
measure which would force the
governor to submit a separate bill
for each of his reorganizations instead of allowing him, as current- •
ly, to do so -under an omnibus
reorganization version.
(Continued On Page 2)
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sion on Women.
Thursday, Jan. 21: public
comments on Education and
the Humanities Cabinet.
House
Tuesday, Jan. 12: 9-1, Justice
Cabinet and State Police.
Wednesday, Jan. 13, 9-1, Law
Enforcement Foundation
Fund, firefighters pension, Office of Public Advocacy.
Thursday, Jan. 14: 8-11, Corrections Cabinet.
House committee will take
public comment each day.

Monday Jan.11,1982
, House
1:30 p.m. -77 Budget briefing,
Room 109, Capitol Annex.
No committee meetings.
Senate
3'p.m. — -Senate Majority
Caucus, Room 327, Capitol.
No-committee meetings.
- Other
10:30 a.m. — Briefing on Kentucky Education Association
legislative package, Room 318,
Holiday Inn.
4 p.m. — House and Senate
convene.

brrrrt.
Windy and bitterly cold
tonight. Lows around --zero.
Partly sunny and continued
quite cold Suhday with highs
around 20. Winds at 15 to 20
miles an hour tonight and Sunday.
Monday through Wednesday:
Bitterly cold Monday with a
'T. slow Moderating trend Tuesday and, Wednesday. Little if
any precipitation expected.

1
tit.t 2 I HE ‘111 IL IL i1.kk ..14.1144.1114
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Renovation...
circuit and district clerks' offices
was estimated to be the most difficult.
The last items installed will inchide drop-in fire-rated ceiling
tiles and carpeting, Nix said.
Fire marshals will conduct
another inspection when the—
renovation is complete, Weeks
said.
Concerning how the basement
and second floor of the old post of-flee will be used and what offices
will occupy the second floor of the
courthouse, Weaks said the determining factor will be available

p112

(Continued From Page 1)

funds.
According to the county
spokesman, Ralph Conley of the
AOC,stated in a letter to the county the department would contribute $15,000 as a partial reimbursement to the renovation pm
Conley added the money was to
be paid in two equal sums by June
I. The spokesman said the first
payment is expected to be receiv-ed-by the cuunty within TO days,
However, no contract concerning payment of courthouse annex
rent has been signed, the

4.43"

spokesman salt
original cost of the building,
An emergency clause is attachAccording to a formula devised amounting to $2,190 annually.
ed to the bill, which means in the changes every decade.
McCuiston's meas
by the department, the AOC cur- • At the end oreach fiscal year
case of P..ff, John Y. Brown Jr. drawn fire especia
lly f
rently pays rent on portion of the (July 1-June Str, AOC officials that Brown would
have to submit Jon Ackerson;.DLouisi
courthouse,the spokesman added. audit the county books and adjust to the current
legislature more objects to being
placed
The AOC estimated it occupies their payments to match actual than 150 reorgan
ization orders he district of
eastern
tiporceotof the courthouse. - - -expenditures,
Kentis
hasissuedsinceth't IWO session.
ties 150 miles from his ha
Department officials receive a
The -spokesman was not aware - The Senate acted with
surprisPrather said both st
coo of the year's estimated cour- of how the AOC plans to pay rent ing speed —
McCuiston said he did should get
the issue out o
thouse expenses for utilities, on the courthouse annex.
not even know it was coming up
in the next month, and
maintenance and certain supplies.
Weeks said at this time no other for a vote Friday.
•
the Senate would do so in
It then pays At percent of the _ renovation decisions have been
Senate President Pre Tern Joe
of weeks or so.
estimated amount on a quarterly 'made.
•
Prather, D-Vine Grove, said it
The Jefferson County d
basis, the spokesman said.
"Our main concern is to get the was the earliest Senate
action he is expected to lose
The department also pays four main floor finished and the court could recall on
one
a substantive bill. Senate membe
percent of 44 percent of the system in there," W eakssaid.
rs and th.
The legislature convened last
House members beau:
Tuesday.
There was no debate on the population decline in 1
the past 10 years.
reorganization bill, which Prather
The banking bill. span
said "is therbeginning of a moveRep. James Brui
ment that will see some restricHopkinsville, would
tion of a governor's powers."
,
holding
_company to bu
the 1978 kidnapping of Jodie Department of Correction regarReorganization is expected to be
three
banks
a year, as loi
(
bne
Gaines, daughter of a wealthy ding the matter."
of the prime issues this sestotal assets of the banks
McKenzie businessman.sion.
Legisla
tors
have been call- the compan
Investigators said credit card
y do not exce
Wilson's former wife, Patsy, 25, numbers used in the scheme came ing for greater imput into a gover- than 20 percent of ti
nor's
powers
along that line and
was arrested at her parents' home from across the country. Agents
more detailed proposals are on the deposits in all banks in Ke
in Paris, Tenn., and charged with said they do not know how
The bill is being pushe
receiving and concealing stolen Seagroves and Wilson got the way.
newly organized Proi
"The question is how far do you
credit card list, but said inmates
merchandise obtained through
Bankers Association of,Ki
used it -to order items from Mail go before you are unduly restric- which contends the mov
-fraudulent use of a credit card. In
order firms in the name of the ting a governor," Prather said.
Grundy County, agents arrested
stimulate economic deve
Meantime, MeCuiston told his
Effie Mae Seagroves, 72, credit card holders, then had the
by making more funds -i
merchandise shipped to their colleagues he would return in a vices available to smalle
Seagroves' mother, and charged
week or 10 days with a refined ver.
her with fraudulent use of a credit homes.
that are purchased by a
Agent Ancel McDuffee of Paris sion of his redistricting bill. The company.
card. The women were arrested
said most of the merchandise Rouse has not drawn up any reapTuesday and freed on bond.
However, the Kei
later was forwarded to the prison portionment measure yet to con- Bankers Association Op(
"There could be a lot of things at Petros, Tenn. Agents said form with the required boundary measure.
involved in this and we're going to suspicions of a Greeneville, Tenn.,
continue investigating," Watson
merchant.and an investigation by
said. "The first Of the week, our a Nashville bank official led to the
agents will be in touch with the TB!arrests.

Credit card scheme inquiry continues
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Bureau of Investigation plans next week to
confer with state prison officials
who so far have been kept in the
dark about a credit card scheme
allegedly mastermtrided by two
convicts.

"To this point, we have not been
in touch with Corrections," TBI
Agent Steve Watson said Friday.
Watson, who heads the TBI's
Criminal Investigation Division,
declined to say if any prison personnel are under investigation.
"The investigation is continuing," Watson said. He said agents
plan to confer next week with
commissioner Harold Bradley
and other Correction Department

officials "and we hope for their
cooperation."
The TB! on Wednesday announced the breakup of the
scheme and said at least $50,000 in
goods had been ordered from mail
order houses by inmates at
Brushy Mountain State
Penitenitary giving false credit
card identification. Agents said
goods ranged from jewelry to a
$500 pair of eelskin boots.
About $18,000 in merchandise
was-recovered.
Alvin Seagroves, a triple
murderer serving three life
sentences, was identified by Watson as the ringleader of the alleged scheme. David Wilson, the second inmate, is serving time for

Federal excise tax hih
okayed by president

Firm hopes to finalize A&P purchases
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Memphis, Tenn.,firm is hoping to
conclude on Monday a deal to purchase 38 A&P grocery stores in
Kentucky,a spokesman said.
John E. Moll, executive vice
president of Malone & Hyde Inc.,
said that the food wholesaler must
review leases and take other steps
before finalizing the agreement.
• -We do not have
a firm agreement yet," Moll said, but added
that "it looks like we can reach

•

one."

Mall said that he will be in New
York on Monday to conclude the
deal, which is estimated at $9
million. A&P had been hoping to
get $12 million.

Sixteen of the stores are located
in Louisville and Jefferson County, with four in Lexingtonand the
rest scattered in other areas of the
state. A&P said it was selling the
stores because of poor financial
conditions.
According to the tentative
agreement, Malone & Hyde would
purchase the equipment and
leases for the stores, which would
then be closed by A&P. After
refurbishing and other preparation work, Malone & Hyde would
reopen the stores through store
managers who are customers of
the wholesaler. .
"I doubt whether all 38 will be
reopened," Moll said, although he

speculated that most would be
when operators are found. He saidthe stores will probably reopen a
few weeks after the A&P closing.
The affect of the sale on the 750
employees a the stores is
unknown. Moll said that hiring,
would be left up to the operators of
the individualstores.
An A&P warehouse in Louisville
is not -part of the sale, and
employees there 'have been told
the facility majr close Feb.20.
Malone & Hyde, which operates
a warehouse in Nicholasville, Ky.,
currently supplies Melton Food
Marts in Louisville and Shepherdsville as well as Pic-Pac stores. It
also serves Sure-Way stores in

western Kentucky.
The firm supplies some 2,500
supermarkets, primarily in the
Southeast, and in the fiscal year
that ended June 30 recorded profits of $18.4 million on sales of $2.1
billion.
Should the Malone & Hyde deal
fall through, A&P has another
potential buyer.
"We expressed an interest...in
18 of them," said-Bob Crutsinger,
president of Wetterau Inc. The St.
Louis-based firm operates IGA
foodsteres.
Wetterau also said it wanted to
buy A&P's seven stares in eastern
Kentucky, although those stores
are not for sale.

itnesses testify in Atlanta slaying trial
By DAVID PACE
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — A defense
objection ended the second week
of the murder trial of Wayne B.
Williams just as prosecution
witnesses began describing a reenactment of the events the night
Williams was stopped by police

•.‘
near a Chattahoochee River
bridge.
The 23-year-old black free-lance
photograher is charged with the
murders of Nathaniel Cater, 27,
and Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, two of.
28 young blacks whose slayings •
have been under investigation by'
a special police task force.

Judge Clarence Cooper on Friday adjourned proceedings until
Monday morning after defense
lawyer Alvin Binder objected
when Police Sgt. Henry Bolton
began describing how authorities
had re-enacted what they contend
happened in a pre-dawn May 22
cident on the Jackson Parkway

bridge.
Officer Robert Campbell
testified earlier Friday that he
saw the lights on Williams' car appear suddenly on the bridge
directUr above the river where
moments before he heard a loud
splash.

By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AR) — President Reagan, under tncreasing
pressure to hold down the 1983
federal deficit, is agreeing to double the federal excise taxes on
tobacco, liquor and gasoline and
shift major highway, welfare and
education responsibilities to the
states, administration sources
say.
The sources, who asked not to be
identified, said Friday that some
of the revenue from the new taxes
would be used to help states meet
their added responsibilities.
Although they refused to give
further details, the sources said
the decisions were_made Fridayduring meeting between Reagan
and his economic advisers and
were designed to hold down the
deficit in-1983.
After the private meeting Friday, White House spokesman
Larry Speakes refused to discuss
the session. "We're not going to
conduct the president's decision-

making in a fishbowl," he s
-Reagan already has- set
about $31 billion in c
domestic programs and a
crease in funds for the Pi
in his 1983 budget:
But without tax increas
result would be a deficit 1
ficials estimate at nearl
billion, a level that is into
to administration officia
congressional Republicans.
"There's a consensus
need to narrow the deficit.
committed and- the presii
committed to doing so," sai
Tom Evans, R-Del. He"sa.
would require a balanc(
proach to the budget, and
means looking at revenues z
-penditures.—
Evans and a group of
Republican leaders are exi
to meet with Reagan at the
House on Monday. Source,
they likely would urge the
dent. to re-examine the prc
$215 billion defense budget ft
as well as adopt some form
increase.

Summit still in works, Reag

WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite demanded that the Soviet
Williams was stopped by police
a short time later and was detain- their war of words over the crisis "cease immediately" al
ed about two hours before being in Poland, President Reagan says jamming of Polish Ian
released. He became the main a summit meeting between him
broadcasts by the Voii
..tarat.
of-theAask forceinvestiga - alid_SeyteLyusident___ _Lgooid Am.erica. --I•
•
^
-- WASHI-NGTON (-AP) -Camp David, M.
ihinkits group, the National Association of tion two days later when Cater's itrezhnev is "still in the works."
The United.States has(let(
Although conceding that soaring
tragic....But I think as we get Home Builder
Speaking to reporters Friday as ed that the jamming origina
body was found in the river, about
s.
unemployment is "tragic;" Presidown toward the spring and going
he left for a weekend at the flew jites in the Soviet Unii
a
mile
downst
ream
from
the
dent Reagan says new jobs.can be
!german J. Smith, association
into the summer, we're going to
presidential retreat at Camp crd'diiig stations near NI(
created only if his economic pro7 see the econpmy
president, predicted that some bridge, the same area where
begin ,to come
David, Md., Reagan said: "We've Gorky and Kharkov, said
Payne.'
s
body
had
been
found
a
-gram is given aehaneeto_work.
200,000 construction-workers win
back
always - had in mind_a meeting
month earlier.
Department spokesman
"It's been coming on-for a long
lose their jobs by March.
December's jobless figures
-with Brezhnev."
Fischer.
time,",,Reagan said of Friday's showed adult males
Defense lawyers have maintainJack Carlson, chief economist
were parReagan mentioned neither the
•--Walter Stoessel,
government report showing the
ticularly hard hit by the recession. and executive vice president of ed that the out-of-shape, 160-pound economic sanctions he impose
undersecretary of stati
d on
- national jobless rate surged to 8.9
Nearly 9.5 million Americans
the National Association of Williams could not have lifted Moscow nor last month's militar
political affairs, delivered t
y
percent in December — only a
were out of work,and the number
Realtors, said, "The president, Cater's 146-pound • body and crackdown in Poland,for which he
„_mend Thursday to Soviet
tenth of a percentage point below
of unemployed workers who had
the Congress and the Federal thrown it over the 9-foot guard rail blames the Soviet Union.
bassador Anatolly Dobryni
the highest level of the 1974-75 given up looking for
Reserve Board must share the on the bridge.
jobs passed
The administration has cording to Fiseher.
recession.
1.2 million in the fourth quarter of
blank for this recession."
"There are going to be a few
1981.
But Jerry J. Jasinowski, senior
months of low periods, we cao't
The report produced new calls vice preside
nt of the National
help that:' the chief executive for a re-evaluation of
Reagan's Association of Manufacturers,
said before leaving for a weekend '
- economic policies, including some-- shared
Reagan's optimism about
at the presidential retreat at strong criticism from
a business the second half of the year.

Reagan sees rebound in economy
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Designer itt Western
Jeans
$500
To $1 25°
Men's& Boys
30,31, 32,33, 34,35
36,38,40
ltsy Bitsy Girls,-Girls-Womens
Open Everyday
111 Poplar
Murray, Kentucky
Sizes 28, 29,

Sizes 1 thru 15

Administration studies elimination
of some Kentucky taxes, report

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — According to a published report, the
Brown administration is stuciying
a tax-structure plan that could
eliminate personal and corporate
state income taxes.
The inheritance tax also could
be eliminated, The Louisville
Times said in a copyright story
Friday.
A new tax on businesses, based
on their sales of all goods and services in Kentucky, would replace.
them,the Times said.
"It's dramatic," Brown said.
"It could do away" with several
state taxes, he said, and would be
very progressive.
The new tax would differ from
the sales tax that consumers now
pay on many purchases, and that
tax would remain.
Commerce Secretary Bruce
Lunsford said the system "would
be far more equitable for
Kentucky-based operations."
Lunsford, Revenue Commissioner Ron Geary and other officials who provided information
but asked not to be quoted by
name said the system could
eliminate the somewhat
iegressive personal income tax,
which they said falls dispropor-

tiooately hard on low-income peo- dant.
ple.
Geary said extra re%
It would provide . a source of under the system could
alli
funds that would increase with in- state to return the $150
mil
flation, as saleafigures generally collects in property taxes ti
do, they said. The corporate income tax has been declining. communities..
Lunsford emphasized th
recently, largely because of the
administration is "not
economy.
about a tax increase but
The system would provide a
change"
larger revenue pool, the paper
said. Currently, businesses based
The timing -of introduct
out of state and simply selling pro- any, bill concerning the s
ducts in Kentucky pay relatively would be pegged to study
little tax.
question, and that is not exi
Lunsford and Geary Said the ad- to be completed until
ministration had not decided February.
whether it would actually propose
the the changes, but the adMinistration has quietly started
The Murray Ledger & Fii
briefing key legislators and
business leaders on the idea.
'1USPS 34111-700)
The Murray Ledger & Times is p
Brown, Lunsford and Geary
every afternoon except Sundays,
said their considerations were
Christmas Day. New Years D
Thanklgiving Day by Murray Neu
preliminary, and would hinge
Inc , 106 N 4th, Murray. Ky 42071
partly on professional studies still
Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ki 4
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going on.
by carriers. $3 50 per month„payab
The idea was first broached in a
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Renton. Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia
mington,
Ky and Paris. Buchar
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very decade.
ton's measure has
e especially from Sen.
•son; D-Louisville, who
being placed in a new
pattern Kenturky couples from his home.
said both!chambers
the issue out of the way
I month, and predicted
would do so in a couple
• so.
!mon County delegation
d to lose one of eight
mbers and three of 22
mbers because of a
decline in Louisville
years.
Ling bill, sponsored by
imes Bruce, D Ile, would atlow a
mpany to buy up to
;a year, as long as the
of the banks owned by
iy do not exceed more
rercent of the total
ill banks in Kentucky.
s being pushed by the
:anized Progressive
sociation of Kentucky,
ends the move would
conomic development
more funds -and serible to smaller banks
rchased by a holding
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What's wrong
with ERA.
It's curious that the Equal Rights Amendment
has aroused such passionate opposition. All the
amendment says is that "equality of rights under
the law shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any state on the account of
sex." What iS wrong with that?
Yet opponents have whomped up all kinds of spectors of evil things to come,from unisex bathrooms
to women AA combat infantrymen,if ERA should be
approved. Polls -of public opinion have shown
healthy majorities of Americans in favor of ERA.
Thirty-five states have ratified it. But opponents
have managed to stop ERA in the remaining states
and have persuaded five state legislatures to
a
rescind their ratifications.
Now, in a federal court, ERA has taken another
heavy blow. The ruling by U .S. District Judge
Marion Callister is itself curious. On the one hand,
Judge Callister ruled that Congress violated the
Corstitution when, three years ago, it extended the
deadline for state ratification of the amendment.
Congress, he declared, was under no obligation to
set a seven-year deadline in 1972, but once it did
"Congress is not at liberty to change it."
On the other hand,however,Judge Canister ruled
that the,states are at liberty to change their minds
and rescind their ratifying votes.
The ruling will, of course, be appealed, but even if
the appeal is entirely successful ERA's advocates
have a tough fight oft their hands with the odds very
much against them and a new deadline, June 30, approaching. That's a shame, because the only thing
wrong with ERA is that it is not now a part of the
U.S. Constitution.

r, the Kentucky
sociation opposes the
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fishbowl," he said.
!ready has settled on
billion in cuts in
ograms and a big innds for the Pentagon
dget.
ut tax increases, the
be a deficit that oflate at nearly $110
'el that is intolerable
ration officials and
I Republicans.
a consensus on the
iw the deficit. We are
Ind- the president is'
I doing so," said Rep.
R-Del. He -said that
re a balanced ape budget, and "that
g at revenues and e_x-,

a group of House
eaders are expected
Reagan at the White
inday. Sources said
ould urge the presiamine the proposed
fense budget for 1983
rot some form of tax
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)y the Voice of
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:Capitol conservation

By Sy Ramsey

Gtwernor's speed' would normally'
Ita*e brought cheers from asse
_ FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If a - 1984, is taking up some of the slack
created when the Reagan adgovernor tells a legislature that
ministration made reductions in
despite the recession, he is pumping
federal aid to the poor and disadmore money into education, not cutvantaged.
ting vital services and avoiding a tax
increase, it ordinarily would be .an • But the state's contribution is realoccasion for applause and cheers.
ly not great and comes at the expense _
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. gave-thisof aid for other programs.
message to the 1982 General
Furthermore, the Medicaid proAssembly last week, and the result gram -expenditures threaten to get
was silence.
out of hand .even with drastic cuts
One reason may be that the
already made by the Department for
lawmakers are more serious than
Human Resources.
ever and a little nervous about the
As for the governor's statement
future.
_
that no new taxes are contemplated,
Yes, some of the cuts made during
that must be balanced against his
the current biennium for elementary earlier remarks to reporters that
and secondary schools are beint. some readjustments may be proposrestored And teacher salaries will
ed.
progress somewhat.
He did not elaborate, and he inBut Other economies imposed by
dicated to the lawmakers that he
Brown under the pressure of hard
would return shortly with some
times will remain and, to keep adrecommendations.
vancing in education, more funds will
Brown said the tax changes won't
be needed.
necessarily mean new taxes, but
It is also true that the state, under
legislators are aware of the
Brown's proposal for fiscal 1983 and
anntanoreawsow-----

,
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Thoughts in season
By Ken Wolfe
During the coming weeks,and in honor of the new
year, a time of hope, "Thoughts in Season" will
feature the spiritual insights of two contemporary
"holy men," one Christian and the other Jewish.
Both Thomas Merton (1915-1969), a Catholic
monk, and Abraham Heschel (1907-1972), a Jewish
Rabbi, knew how "to hold God and man in a single
thought"-something Heschel described as the task
of the traditional Old Testament prophets.
Although both. Mertettand -Michel have been
called "mystics," they were not the sort who
withdraw from the world. Both believed that-men
could only love God if they first loved each other;
each of these men tried to show,in his writings, how
love of man-and God had to take place in the'real"
world.
Both Merton and Heschel believed that
God/Yahweh wished to redeem the fallen world of
war, hatred, pain and depression; each believed
that God wished to do this with the help Of man.
These modern spiritual leaders remained a part
of the world which they still urge us to redeem.
Both men protested racism and violence and the
war in Vietnam in the years before their deaths.
More of their views iq the weeks to come. If youenjoy the Merton/Heschel series of special
"Thoughts", let me or the editor of the Ledger
know. Happy New Year!
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Ten years ago
The home of Mr.and Mrs.Coleman
Reeder and their two children had
been destroyed by fire Jan.8.
A grant of $52,201 had been awarded to Murray State University-by National Science Foundation to conduct
a summer science institute for junior
and senior high school teachers of
general science.
Twenty yearsago
Randy Patterson, Rt. 5, had been
named winner of 1961 Soil Conservation Essay Contest, according to
Lowell Palmer, chairman of
Calloway County Soil Conservation
District.
Murray State- College
Thoroughbreds beat Eastern 82-80 in
basketball game. Eastern had been
undefeated this season. Jim Jenninga
got 25 points for Murray.
Thirty years ago
Ensign John Mack Carter, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Carter, had been
called to active service in United
States Navy. He had been assigned to
minesweeper, USS Toucan,
homeported at San Fiancisco.
Joe R. Spann was a junior at
774,
,
Friends University, Wichita, Kin.,
where he was majoring in health and
physical education.
Forty years ago , Calloway County Dark Fired
Tobacco Market had opened Jan. 6
with temperature near zero. A total
of 89,905 pounds were sold on three
Murray loose leaf, floors for an
average of $15.37 per hundred
these big government borrowings
weight.
can't be ignored, and that an inFlinn% Reslp_had _been named
evitable-conflict ir Meted-When
chairman of Calloway County Tire
businegt-ai the same time needs to
Rationing Board. Gov. Keen Johnson
raise large amounts of cash for enterappointed J. 0. Chambers as inhad
prises such as,for instance,the much
spector
whose duty was to certify appublicized reindustrialization of
for purchase of tires to
plications
America." '
board which_ will have jurisdiction
Under such circumstances, over distribution of limited supply.
something has to give. Interest rates
Boyd Myers, son:of Mr.--and Mrs.
have to give, says Kaufman. Too R. A. Myers, had joined Tiny Hill Ormuch demand; simple as that.
chestra,Santa Monica,Calif.
Fifty years ago
It's been going on for a long time
More than 1,500 farmers of
too. James W. Christian, chief
economist at the U.S. League of Sav- Calloway County had gathered at
ings Associations, looked up Federal three Murray loose leaf floors Jan.5,
Reserve Board figures on the subject despite a driving rain, to witness
opening of local market. An average
and fairly well documented it.
In the years 1950-1954, he found-, the- of $3 and $4 per hundred weight was
recorded for openipg sales.
federal government took only a 9.1
Construction of Murray Postoffice
percent share of funds raised in
credit markets. And in the- years building at Fourth.alit Maple Streets_ _
had continued unabated during the
1955-1959, the percentage fell to an
holidays. - -almost miniscule 1.2 percent.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, president,
Even as recently as 1965-1969 the
Murray State Teachers College, was
federal government's wedge of the to preside at 27th annual meeting of
credit market pie was only 6.9 per- Association of Kentucky Colleges and
cent, compared with 46.3 percent for Universities opening Jan. 9 at
nonfinancial businesses and 10.7 for Louisville.
state and local goVernments.

by john cuniff

business mirror

Henry Kaufman does it again
NEW YORK (AP)- Henry Kaufthose of business corporations is
man- has- done
hasshaping up for 1982," declared Kaufremirmed,ashtoesach year,
man in his analysis of "1982 Prothat federal government financing
spects for Financial Markets."
needs win put the crush on other borOnly a limited supply of credit is
rowers, such as businesses and even, ever available, as any borrower is
consumers.
well aware,and when the demand for
There was almost nothing new ii
those funds rises so also do interest
this reminder, since almost anyone
retest And that, Kaufman forecasts,
who can add a column of figures can
iskiigi to happen again.
- see the potential financial problems,
"Interest rates will start to trend
but you might have thought so
irregularly upward again before
because of the impact. The stock
midyear," said Kaufman, the chief
market, for example, was jolted as
economist of Saloivon Brothers, a
severely -as a day& earner walking
securities securities firm. By the end
off a curb.
of the year, he warned,."long-term
That is the service that Kaufman
rates will probably be threatening
performs: He reminds investors and
their 1981 high."
•
the public in general that they cannot _ . Kaufman seldom has very good
live a daydream, that they can't
news to deliver about interest-rates,
away the big federal deficit; and' - but that probably isn't his fault, at
wand-er aboutas if all was well. -•
least over the past 15 years or so of
"A confrontation between---thebig federal deficit- - deficits that
credit needs of the U.S.Treasury and
must be financed in the marketplace
just like anyone else's debts. Well,
.-with one big difference: Federal debt
tak.espriority over_yObrs; the federal
ivd2- 14cNinittrt synd . rie
debt, you may be sure,gets financed,
-even if to do _so means paying extraordinary interest rates.
As a realist. Kaufman knows that
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Fund.' Instead, the tax yield has been
static and even dipped slightly.
But Brown at the time in 1980 insisted the step was note tax increase.
It turned out he was right, although
he was s3 surPrised as anyone when
the gasoline price trend did not follow
projections.
So, if the governor presents the
new legislature with an options list of
some revised taxes, he can be expected to claim again that it really
does not represent an increase.
However, the legislators, who
listened almost somberly to Brown
last week, would have to explain the
situation to constituents who might
believe otherwise.
In the end, public pressure or the
lack of it will dictate the assembly's
course.
If there really is a strong public
undercurrent for extra revenue orif
the electorate indicates it would not
mind additional taxes, the legislators
will be the first to sense it.

Looking back

nfinniis
post declines
Beleaguered U .S. taxpayers can take some rare
comfort in the first decline in government employ- •
ment since the end of World War II. There could be
even greater rejoicing if state and federal workers
were being thinned as rapidly as those in local
government.
Most of the. decline in public jobs has been in
cities and counties, where officials are tile first to
feel the heat from taxpayers weary of big government. Not only are local bureaucrats easier to get
at,but the flow of tax dollars to local jurisdictions is
diminishing, while statgialatures can -AU&
new sources of revenue.
The federal Bureau of Labor Statistics has
reported that local government jobs declined by
246,000-2.5 percent-during the 12 months ending
Nov. 1. By comparison,federal employment declined by 40,000, or 1.4 percent, during the same period,
while state jobs were reduced 30,000 or a mere .8 of
1 percent.
These statistics indicate some progress in President Reagan's campaign to reduce the bloat in the
federal establishment. State goiernments, on the
other hand, have largely escaped the effect of
Reagomomics and the taxpayers' revolt. Despite a
flagging economy, they have done relatively little
to reduce a roster which grew 140 percent. between
1960 and 1980.
The steady growth of government since 1947 has
been reversed, at least for the present, only under
the pressure of a major crisis in public financing.
We should save our cheers until it is clear that
federal and state governments are truly reforming
which should mean fewer employees - even in
the face of an expected recovery of the economy
and the prospect of rising tax revenues.

distasteful possibilities.
The governor Might return when
he delivers his "state of the commonwealth" address in a few weeks
and perhaps present a lial of options
to the assembly on ways more money
could be raised if the legislators sensed public pressure for new or beefedup programs.
Historically, no legislature suggests additional taxes. The governor
assumes that role.
Brown has been careful to say that
he does not rule out new taxes. His
budget message last Thursday merely said the proposed new budget calls
for no more levies.
Also, Brown previously has stuck
to his own definition of added taxes.
For example, he persuaded the
1980 assembly to approve a change in
the gasoline tax from 9 cents per
gallon to 9 percent of the wholesale
price.
The admintstration's expectation
was that gasoline prices would rise,
yielding more revenue for the Road
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Today is Saturday,Jan. 9, the ninth
day of 1982. There are 356 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 9, 1968, Surveyor 7 made a
soft landing on the moon, ending the
American series of.- unmanned explorations of the lunar surface.
In-1922, a -motion for the re-election
.of Eamon de Valera as president of
Ireland Was defeated.
In 1965, it was estimatedstlietleore
than 500 suspected rebels had - been
-exekuted , by • Congo government
forces in Stank% vine in the NIX Week-.
since the cit as taken.

In 1970, France announced it had
agreed to sell Mirage fighters to the
revolutionary regime in Libya. .
And in 1973, white-ruled Rhodesia
closed its borders with Zambia to try
to cut off black liberation forces.
Ten years ago: In an extraordinary
telephone news conference,
billionaire recluse Howard Hughes
denied the authenticity of a forthcoming purported biography by
Clifford Irving.
Five years ago: French intelligence agents in Paris arrested
Abu Damn!, a lialesinian nationalist
suspected of having planned the

bloody attacks on Israeli athletes at
the 1972 Olympics in Munich, West
Germany.
One year ago: A federal jury in
New York convicted Pennsylvania
Rep. Raymond Lederer of briberyconspiracy charges. He was the only
congressman to have been re-elected
after being indicted in the FBI's
Abscame probe.
Today's birthdays: former President Richard Nixon is 69; folk singer
Joan Baeiis 41. •
Thought for Today: "Ask the
young,. they know everything."
_
Chines4 proveib.
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Hargrove baby boy born
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Hargrove, Martin, Tenn., announce birth of a son, Dustin Swayne, weighing
/
2 inches,
seven pounds seven ounces, measuring 181
born Wednesday, Dec. 16, at Volunteer Hospital,
Martin. They have another son, Shayne, 6. The
father is employed at Swann's Ice Cream Co.
Grandparents are Mr. and. Mrs. Marcus
Hargrove, Murray, and Mr. • and Mrs. Junior
James, Wingo. Great-grandparents are Leroy
Davidson, Mayfield, Sadie Hargrove Cadiz, and
Gladys Garland,Murray.

Paris Road club has meet
Robbie Blalock was hodess at her home for
December potluck luncheon of Paris /Road
Homemakers Club. Lucille Grogan r
rr
ectI4-cripture
from Luke 2:1-20. Topsy Brandon di
recrea•
tion.
Also present were Margaret Roach, president,
Sally Henson, Charlene Curd, Faustene Walker,
Louise Dunn, Ola McIntosh, Alice Steely, Lucille
Hart,Della Tailor, Mary AliceGee,members,Lonnie Rayburn, Marie Wyatt and Chip Taylor,
visitors.

today
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Four-H training given
.
Twenty-nine 4-H'ers presidents c Dana
recently at(erided an of. Shipley, vice presidents;
ficers trainbig meetini Wilma B e a
conducted by Calloway 'I lc r e ti iiiii and
upEir
. Thelfeasurers; lo-Buriteen;
County 47
-event was . West Ken- reporters; Mattha
tucky Liv stock and Ex- Freeman, • recreation
leaders.
position-Centel.
Jarie Steely, county ex- Club officers from di!tension agent for 4-H club ferent 4-H clubs included
Work, said the meeting the following:
was designed to teach 4,_____ _
H'ers responsibilities of Calloway County Midtheir respective offices dle School - Sheri
and to better prepare Tidwell, Leigh Ann Steethem to fulfill their duties ly, Staci Tidwell and
as officers.
Renee Carroll.
Leaders assisting with
Penny Loafers the training were as Sabiina Kirk, Eric Mitfollows:
chell, Steve Tidwell,Shay
Judy Stahler, Mitchell and Dana Cunn-

ingham.
East Winners - Holly
Cherry, Michelle Stubblefield, Jenny Bruce and
Stacie Williams. Super Stars - Dana
Westerman, Dal Barrett,
Tracy Henry, Robin
Westerman, Leigh Ann
Steely and Eric Barrett.
Stella Stars - Brian
Rudolph,--Cliartes
Palmer, MichaelPalmer,
Sara Bucy and Kimberly
Goetz.
Colts & Fillies-. Amanda Smart, Leslie Banks,
Russ Workman, Lisa
Lewellyn and Jill
Rowland.

DANA SHIPLEY,standing right, and officers of Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Homemakers of America conducted a mock meeting using
parliamentary procedure at Calloway 4-H meeting.

Kirks'baby barn Jan. 3

.7--

Mr.and Mrs. Wade Kirks, Coach Estates,are the
parents of a son,'Jeffrey Thomas, weighing seven
pounds 14 ounces, measuring 20 inches, born Sunday,Jan. 3,at 5:05 p.m. at MwTay-Calloway County Hospital. The father is employed by Murray
Street Department. The mother is the former Sheila
Walker.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. J. P. Walker and
Mrs. Ronald Housden, Murray, and Romel Kirks,
St. Louis, Mo. Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs.Charles RainkEthel-Walker,NancyeBurkeen
and Burley Kirks, Murray. A great-greatgrandmother is Carrie Hicks.Murray.

Tennis group plans play

FOUR-H REPORTERS study newspapers at training meeting with Jo
Burkeen, the Murray Ledger & Times, right, as leader. Members are Russ
Workman,Eric Barrett and Holly Cherry.

rrett, Steve Tidwell, Jill Rowland and Sherri Tidwel
KIM LOUGH,
listen as Dana Shi ey explains duties of a vice president at 4-H trainin
meeting.

Community events announced

Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will meet Tuesday, Jan. 12, at 9- a.m. at DakoW
----Monday,Jan.11
7:30 p.m.at-lodge hall.
Saturday,Jan.9
Feed and Grain to go to Kenlake.Tennis Center fee
Murray-Calloway
Local
chapter,
Fell
Pk".
Gospel Business Men's County Need-Line-Board
Alcoholics Anonympqs,
The-llneup
-is as TOIWws: Court-One - Renee
at
Felloivship International, of Directors will meet at will meet at 8
Wynn, _Carol Waller, Lattra Miller and Leisa
will meetat 6:30 p.m. at noon at Pagliai's.
western portion* of
Faughn; Court Two - Cathy Mattis, Kathy KopTriangle Inn.
. -Livestock and Exposition
', permt Deanna Parker and Annette Alexander.
Council for Exceptional Center.
Calloway County.Youth Children will meet at 7
fiesk-et ball Leag-u-e p.m An Room 342,-SpecialMurray TOPS ftake off
tryouts for boys and girls, Education Building, Mur- pounds sensibly) Club
grades 4-8, will be from 9 ray State University. • will *met at 7 p.m. at
By Abigail Van Buren
-Menus forthe-Nittrition--jaisis coollie*- -tangos*, --a.m. to noon at Calloway
Health Center.
High and Middle Schools.
Program for the Elderly
coffee or tea.
Southwest • Calloway
had grown, and we wer
for Jan, 11-15 have been
Elementary School PTC
DEAR ABBY. timely reminder that it's surprised to find that
Mothers Morning Out
sweet
Wednesday
- Murray Squar-A- will sponsor a chili sup- will be at 9 a.m. at First Remember this?
always later than we am now 5-foot-5 and he i
released.
. Women, urge your still 6-foot-1.
Meals are served Mon- and -sour turkey, whole Naders will dance from 8 pet-frnin 4 to 6 p.m. It United Methodisteburch. "Dear Abby: I work fo
day tlitough Friday at carrots,green beans,rice to 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen school cafeteria.
travel agency and lo e men to enjoy theiruits of
a
Abbly, I thought peopl
—_
their labor now! And if stopped growing afte
Hazel and Douglas and roll, butter, pineap- of World Hall.
But
th
one
aspe
of
of
First
United
it.
--Circles
pudding,
pineapple,
Centers and Tuesday and ple
Mattie Bell Bays Circle Methodist Church my job tha dd
e is they resist,tell'em it's no they reached the age(
111450
-lles Anonymous of First United Mahe-dist Women will meet- as seeing.so ma y widows time for a widow to see 21. Is it possible that
Thursday at Ellis Center, milk,coffee or teaThursday --- chicken and Alanon will meet at 8 Church will meet at 9:30 follows:* Alice Waters at booking tours, hoping to the world alone on her could have grown at m
Meath are a
sent out
Monday-throughFriday
salad, bean salad„Irissed _p.m in westeraportion of am,at-ehurch.
-Church,--Bessie - Tucker meet otheib in the same husband's insurance age? My clothes still f
salad, two slices whole Livestock and Exposition
-Money."
Menus are as follows:
and I don't feel any tette'
with Eleanor Diuguid and circumstances.
Monday - chili with wheat bread, butter, rice Center. '
Abby, your reads, i am on the pill. Woul
Tuesday,Jan.12
"The most common
Maryleona Frost with
beans, fruit salad, cole ambrosia, banana, milk,
Murray Branch of Marie Crisp, all at 9:30 remark I hear is, 'How I might appreciate-1ra that have anything to d
Monday,Jan.11
slaw, crackers, butter, coffee or tea.
American
Association of a.m., and Faith Doran at wish my dear departed follow-up story on the with my growing taller
Recovery, Inc., will
Danish roll,orange, milk,
University
Women will church at 2 p.m.
husband could have lived above article that ap- My whole family has cal
Friday - salisbury meet. at 7:30 p.m. at
coffee or tea.
Meet
at
7:15
p.m.
in
Comtake this trip with me! p-e a red in our ed me "Shorty for year
to
scalloped
potatoes,
steak,
Health Center, North
Tuesday - roast beef purple hull peas, het roll, Seventh and Olive munity Room, North
Grimps of First Baptist He worked so hard all his Philadelphia Bulletin se please Ado thls...
and gravy, mashed butter, chocolate cake, Streets.
Branch,Peoples Bank.
NO MOR
Church Women will meet We, and just ,when he several years ago. Hazel,
potatoes, green peas, hot applesauce, milk, coffee
asfollows: I with Novella- could have relaxed and- my wife of 42 years,--eut it- DEAR SHORTY: It
roll, butter, oatmeal or tea.
out and showed it to me. indeed possible to -cot
Homemakers Clubs Morgan at 9 a.m. and II - enjoyed life, he dies.'
Murray. Neighborhood, Abby, tell your Because it made-sense to --tinge growing after as
-Gir-rScoul Core wilt met will meetas follows: New with Christine
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HUNTER SAFETY — Four-H members attended d Hunter Safety Course,
sponsored by Calloway County 4-H Council and Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife. Films, lectures and shooting experience were featured as in top
photo..Four-H'ers examining different types of guns, bottom photo, are, from
left, Shay Mitchell, Steve Tidwell, Eric Mitchell, Jennifer Garland and Mike
Caldwell.
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By Jerry Maupin

many areas that used to
be excellent for holding
crappie year-round, are
now shallow and'empty.
This is one reason why r
feel-it is so important to
create new structure by
way of stake's, cribs,
brushpiles and treetops.
If we continue to add
this habitat to areas
where their isn't any left
by nature, we will have
places to catch fish
without burning a lot of
gas just looking.
Lyle Underwood found
a giant crappie in one of
these areas last week. He
has caught several fish in
this spot before and like
most good crappie
fishermen, he has to try
this place at least once,
every time he goes by it.
Lyle was having a very
hard time holding his
boat because of the
strong wind and on one
occasion when the bOat
was "pushed" backwards
over the edge of the deep
structure a fish struck.
Lyle reeled it toward the
surface and as it became
visible, the hook _ just
came out of its mouth!
There wasn't time for a
.
,dipnet even though the
crappie was on its side.
One wiggle and it was
gone, leaving Lyle, not
believing what he saw. A
crappie which would
have weighed at least 4
pounds,maybe more!
I know the feeling he
BOBBY ALLEN,Jr., IS, displays his first geese
must
have had, it comes
taken on Ballard County Waterfowl area. He took
from deep down.
the geese with his new 12 gauge shotgun. Allen is
Anyway, lets. get out
Qon of Mr.and Mrs.Bob Allen,809 North 19th St.
and fix some-places if you
have time. Maybe 'the
next fisherman to hang a
hook into ole fighter. will
be you:
— Happy Fishing!

Many local anglers are were clear.
still taking advantage of
I haven't had very
the "good" days we have, much suecess when -the
to get out on the water water was both cold and
and do some fishing.
muddy'so maybe we.can
Most are after crappie, find "good"areas..
From some of the
since it is the easiest
gamefish to find, during . reports of people who
have caught crappie in
the winter months.
The water has cooled '82, they have found them
quire a *
. t- since our last to bedeep!
Remember how they
report and the added input from heavy rains or were last year until late
runoff over frozen ground spring, 20-25 feet deep!
should keep- it in the low There were days when
crappie came up to 15 feet
40's„
As usual, the muddy or so but for most of the
overflow from creeks and early season, they stayed
rivers to the south will af- down.
I am sure there is a
fect the good conditions
we now have but, should reason for it but I am not
we get a few days sun- sure we would like, or
shine on muddy or dingy even understand it.
We have a lot - of silt
water, it will help to
warm it faster than if it coming into our lakes and

.•.•

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

(wet Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

T. J., Little Bit, Joe and who also happens to
George are friends--who claim Little Bit,. Joe and
live in the west edge of George. Like the-beagles,
Graves County, a few their human counterparts
miles south of Lowei. If spend many mornings
there's one thing they each winter busting
love, it's good times through thickets and
together; raising a ruckus tromping gullies. And
and busting through the like the two older (Wks,
honeysuckle hell -bent on they got fed up with the
the hot trail of a cot- situation a few seasons
tontail. For these four back. That's when they
pals are rabbit hounds, decided to do something
you see, and they life for about it.
thistime of year. "Nre- contacted --severaT
Rabbits used to be landowners around our
scarce in this part of the farm about starting a
country, and that wasn't program to improve the
too long ago. T. J. and Lit- hunting," Fred Biggs
tle Bit remember the said."We had a lot of peohard times. T. J. is eight ple "coming out, and ze
years old; Little Bit's didn't hardly tuIn
almost four, and when anybody down who
they started hunting, the wanted to hunt. But we
bunnies were scarce. Fin- did start charging $5 per
ding a good race was next hunter per season. We
to impossible. Fencerows took this money and
and thickets were being bought some coons and
bulldozed at a fast clip. quail which we turned
Foxes were thick, and loose. We also started trythey kept the rabbits thin- ing to improve the cover
ned down. And -what the situation, leaving some of
foxes didn't get the - the corners of the bean
hunters did, lots of 'em • and cornfields to grow up,
tromping around and not breaking up the
shooting anything that drains or clearing the
could run or fly.
gullies."
But times are better
Biggs and Curtsinger
now, much better. It's planted Japanese
nothing to spend a morn- - lespedeza and millet in
ing nosing through the small patches near the
thickets and chase out 15- grainfielda. When
20 pesky rabbits. Shoot, harvest time came, they
it's almost like heaven on also left rows of corn and earth. George and Joe soy beans along the
are both upstarts, less thicket boundaries. It
than two years old. They didn't take very long for
probably think rabbit the small game popula-hunting was always like tions to build in this ideal
this. They're spoiled. mixture of cover and
That's the problem with food.
kids these days.
"In just a couple of
Everything comes too seasons we started noticeasy.
ing mbre rabbits and
But this new, good hun- quail," Fred Biggs noted.
ting didn't just happen by "And we were also getchance. It was ting another benefit from
calculzted.7 -It was the the -change in ourlanduse
result of five years of plan. We were slowing
work by T. J's .owner down the runoff in our
Fred Biggs and his bud- fields and cutting down
7
dy, Philip Curtsinger, on erosion."

Let's get back to the
11041114, T. J. and Little- .
Bit 'are the jump dogs.
They're aces at picking
up a cold trail and following it to the rabbit's
hiding place. When the
bunny is up, Joe and
George come into their
own, sounding the trail in
a chorus of "Boo's" and
"Er, Er, Er's" and other
sounds that excited
beagles mike.
Throughout-- this season
the races have been frequent and four-rabbitper-hunter limits commonplace.
Our first rabbit of the
morning came less than
The rabbit population jumped dramatically when
30 yards from the truck.
Fred Biggs decided to improve hunting on his
Heavy frost blanketed the
Graves County farm. Biggs allowed fencerows and
fields and fencerows, and
gullies to grow up, and he planted cover plots of
this had Fred Biggs and
lespedezst and millet. NQW limits of Cottontails
Philip Curtsinger worare commonplace.
ried. Sometimes frost
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
makes it difficult for the
dogs to stay on the scent.
But nobody told Little stayed clear of the thick makes perfect.
Finally the action in the
Bit. While we were stuff- stuff, maneuvering along
ing shells into our the edges to remain in gully slowed up, and we
shotguns,,shanosed into a. front of the races. moved to other fields. Adthicket next to the farm 'SoinetirifeS the rabbits - ditional rabbits were addlane and let out an ex- would double back. Other ed, some from drains,
cited whoop. "She's com- times they would dash in- others from logpiles _or
ing out with one," Philip to the clear. Shooting was honeysuckle jungles.
cried, and we hurried to frequent as the morning's Once a cripple ran into a
dozer pile, and Joe went
block the exits. Philip's harvest mounted.
I commented on the dog in and fetched out the
dad, Ross Curtsinger of
Fancy Farm, rolled the work and how proficient rabbit like a Labrador
cottontail as it blazed a the beagles were,"We've retriever.
-The 1fith"and-final rabgetaway down an . got the right mix-df-jump
dogs and trail dogs," bit came around 1 p.m.
overgrown drain.
No sooner was this bun- Fred Biggs said. "It's By this time the frost was
ny in the bag than the just like having a basket- ail gone -from 'the
dogs jumped again. ball team_ They have dif- shadows and the fields
Across the field, into a ferent jobs to do, and they were muddy. Our game
brush-lined ditch. Again do them pretty well." sacks were heavy and our
the hunters fanned out, Biggs also said simply by legs tired; but we were
and again an unfortunate getting to hunt as often as happy. Especially T. J., rabbit piked his head out they do in such good rab- -Little Bit, Joe and
in the wrong spot. Score bit cover also helps the George. There's satisfactwo for the hunters, none dogs. Biggs or Curtsinger tion in, a fob well done, '
or both usually hunt and now they'd spend the
for the critters.every
other morning. For afterneen napping in the
' I thought we'd limit
before 'we left that very the hounds,' practice su-n.
tangle The hounds moved from one rabbit to the
next, often having two or
more races going at the
same time. We shooters

Duck,geese census
taken in aerial survey
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP)
— "There's a bunch of
ducks," Johnny Parker
said, looking out the window of his Cessna 172.
"You're seeing
things," returned Vernon
Anderson, searching in—
tently _through the
treetops to the flooded
bottomlands below.
Parker decided to prove his point. He racked
the airplane into a tight
bank, lost 200 feet and
almost stood Anderson on
the half-dozen mallards
trying to hide down in the
shadows.
"Ail right, all right,"
Anderson chuckled, making note of the ducks on a
lap pad. "You're getting
better at this than I am."
Parker said nothing and
resumed his course down
the creek bottom.,
Vernon Anderson is a
wildlife biologist for the
Kentucky Department of
Fish 8-A9— Wildlife
Resources. Included in
his duties is management
'of waterfowl populations
in the state's First
District (exclusive of
Ballard County). But
before he can manage the
ducks and geese, he has
to know what's here, and
that's the only reason for
the aerial survey.
"Johnny Parker

-••

(manager of the Murray- than I did last year, and
Calloway County Air- the last hunting season
port) flies me on the was terrible. What we
survey route every two need to pull the birds in
weeks," Anderson said. here is a lot of rainfall
"We start in October and and some cold weather up
maCE STRAINS,- left, and his grandfather
continue until the first of north. I got a report from
Thomas Wilkins,along with father and son,Tommy
-March. We fly all over Illinois earlier this week, Wilkins, not pictured, took this limit of six Canada
areas. where ducks and and there are a million
geese Dec.22 on Ballard County Waterfowl area.
geese congregate,and we _ducks sitting around on
compare count totals the upper Mississippi
with-those of other years River and in the Illinois
to detect long-term River bottoms."
Anderson added that
population trends, times
of peak populations,etc." the hunting season in
Where "Service Is Our Business
A typical census begins these areas is already
at the Murray airport at 7 over. The only thing to
a.m. Parker turns his move these birds south is
airplane on a westbound cold temperatures and
course and intercepts the heavy . snowfall, which
Bayou de Chein Creek in covers available foods.
The biologist noted that
Graves County. The route
then takes the two men to ducks and geese seem to
753-9131
Hw.641 South
the Mississippi River, up be coming into our area
Headquarters
Your
U-Haul
to Mayfield Creek, then later in the season than in
•
over the Barlow Bottoms. years past.
"Our population peaks
and Ballard County. The
11MMIIMIMINRIMI=11111118=111MIR
route turns up the Ohio used to be in late 81.
River past the new November, and that's
Smithland Dam and then why the department has
a
south again over Barkley always recommended '
and Kentucky lakes. The split season with a
total flight time stretches November segment. But
some five hours, not in- for the past two years
cluding refueling stops at we've counted our peak
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Kentucky Dam airport at population of both ducks
and geese in midGilbertsville.
Car, Truck. Tractor Tires
Anderson said he's January."
Anderson said that next
disappointed at the
Road and Field Service
number of ducks and year he may urge adop410 N.4th
geese he's counted this tion of the latest waterfowl season possible
year.
753-8364—.753-6779
"I'm seeing a lot fewer under federal guidelines.
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For
K mart Price
K Mart* facial Tissue

19-oz.* Carpet Froshl#'

Bounce Fabric Softener

Powder deodorizer for rugs and
rooms. Vacuums up odors. Save.

Box of 20 fabric softener sheets for soft
ciothes, no stotic

Box of 200; quality 2-ply white facial
tissues, 81/4x93/4" sheets. Save Now
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Services for Samuel
Donald Cherry, Fulton,
will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of the Hornbeak Funeral Home,
Fulton, with Arlis
Richardson officiating.
Burial will follow in
Gredplea Cemetery
_
there.
Thurs72,
died
Cherry;
day morning at his home.
-He retired in 1974 as a
conductor for Illinois
Central Gulf Railroad. He
was a member of Central
Church of Christ.
The deceased was the
son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence C. Cherry
of Calloway County. A
daughte, Marilyn Kay
McFarland, preceded
him in deat.
Survivors include his
widow, Clella Elliott
Cherry; two daughters,
Sheri Jeffress, Dallas,
Texas, and Patricia_
Elliott, Louisville; a son,
Billy Don Cherry, Paris,
Tenn.
Also surviving are a
sister, Mrs. Van Latta,
Fulton; two brothers,
Oliver Cherry, Murray,
and Dwight Cherry, New
Orleans, La.; five grandchildren.

I

Mrs. Davis
arrangements
Incomplete -Mrs. Lillian Davis, 70,
1515 Sycamore, died at
10:50 p.m. Thursday in
Nevada, Mo.
The widow of Eugene
Davis, Mrs. Davis is survived by two sisters, Mrs.
Bessie Moody, Austin,
Texas, and Mrs. Helen
Harper, Detroit, Mich.; a
stepmother; one halfbrother; and two halfsisters.
Funeral arrangements
are incomplete at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Duck not served
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(API
— You won't find duck on
the menus at The
Peabody, a newly
renovated hotel here. The
managing partner says
he loves duck and has
nothing against anyone
else who enjoys eating
duck.
But at The Peabody
live ducks swim in the
lobby fountain and have
been a tradition since the
early 1930s.
"We just couldn't serve
duck. Ducks mean too
much to this hotel," said
Gary Belz.
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'Save $23-$26
Cabinets In Wardrobe
Sturdy metal cabinets increase storage
space with style. U tility size features 3
vGide shelves Base unit has butcherblock-look lop, roomy drawer. Extra-large
wardrobe-offers full-width top shelf and
convenieett clothes bar, too.
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FORT WAYNE, Ind. directed at the $4.2 billion
(AP) — The state of In- debt.
"The key is in new indiana may use a promise
of future loan guarantees vestment," he said.
Harvester is investing
as an inducement to keep
the ailing International $36 million in its InHarvester Co. in Fort dianapolis plant where
Wayne, Lt. Gov. John smaller diesel engines
will be made, the lieuteMutz said Friday.
"We have to find a way nant governor said.
to make Harvester
With employment at
healthy again," Mutz told the Indianapolis plant
a news conference.
once at 4,000 and at Fort
Gov. Robert D. Orr will Wayne once near 11,000,
propose the loan Harvester is very imporguarantee in his State of tant to Indiana, Mutz
the State address Tues- said. The number
day to the General employed at the Fort
Assembly, Mutz said.
Wayne truck plant curIt will be one of five rently is about 5,300 and
measures proposed by about 1,600 work at the InOrr to help the state's dianapolis foundry and
economic development engine plant.
efforts, Mutz said.
Mutz said "it's abAlthough Mutz was solutely essential" that
hesitant to discuss Orr's United Auto Workers
speech, he said the pro- agree to a $100 million in
posal aimed at helping contract concessions to
Harvester would include Harvester, for the firm to
"the availability of state survive.
guarantees of certain
Mutz encouraged
pieces of Harvester
Harvester workers to
debt."
Harvester refianced agree to the contract con,—
$4.2 billion debts last cessions. The UAW policy
month, giving it crucial committee will meet with
next
time to sort out financial company officials
- to
in
Chicago
week
problems. The company
the
reopening
discuss
also has asked for contract concessions from Harvester contract.
"Having reviewed the
'
workers,.-•
Matz said the state-tomr--company's financial
guarantees, akin -to---tiir--situation, I feel it's abfederal guarantee of solutely essential those
loans _to the Chrysler concessions are obtainCorp., would not be ed," Mutz said.

Mondale criticizes policies

Sale Price

/8

The Great Hot
Air Corn Popper"
Hot oit, not oil ex- popcorn
Butters automatically, chute directs
popcorn into bowl

$II (;11Pricee

1250-W Folding
-Hair -Divot
Less Factory Rebate
— --COrnpoct. handle
tsi
Ve
e,a
fOlds fospeedsr, 3 thrc
$9 3
Your Net Cost
After Foci• Rebate

K molt' Sole Price
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1200-W Styler/Dryer
Duiek drying and gentle styling in one versatile
appliance! Has 3 drying speeds and 4 professional styling attachments. Save at Kmart

MR.COFFEE

4

Sale Price

Mr. Coffee" With
Coffee Saver'"
2-0-cup coffee •
maker with 3/ positon brewer/
warmer switch
Almond
CIS1100C

K mart* AM DC•
Pocket Radio
portable
9-volt
radio, 21/4" speaker, direct tuning,
carry strap Save
•solawv not included

5

Sale Price
AMIM AC/DC' Portable Radio
Full circuitry, slide tuning, handle.
'1011•fles nol Incluo•CI

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
1C=11

Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

NASHVILLC—Tenn. eiteit tW Amertctn(AP) — Former Vice, history," Mondale said.
President Walter Mon- "And those rates are
dale says 1982 will be starting to rise again.
"The Year of the Great This has destroyed the
Debate" when he and housing industry.
"This situation -isn't
fellow Democrats campaign nationwide against getting better, it's getting
failed Republican worse," he said. "Over a
million and a half people
economic policies.
been added to the
have
In Tennessee for what
unemployment rolls in
he said was a weekend
the last month. Tenduck hunt with some
nessee, I understand, is
--Wends, Mondale !lever=
over nine percent
-at
theless took time at an unemployment now ...
airport news conference more unemployment
Fritc10 night to take a few
than at any time in- the
verbal shots at some
1930s."
Reagan administration
The former vice presiprograms.
dent's hunting compa"I think the ad- nions were to be
ministration's biggest Democrats who fashionburdens are, one, a pro- ed Tennessee's Carterfoundly failed economy, Mondale steamroller in
two, a policy that is 1976. But Mondale said he
designed to shift money would not be seeking any
away from Middle political commitments
America to the wealthy should he decide to run
and, three, an interna- for the presidency in 1984.
tional policy that has
"Some politics will be
been dealing very loosely discussed between
with nuclear power," shots," he said, "but I'm
Mondale said.
not pressing for comHe told reporters that mitments. It's too early,"
Before donning his hunthe administration is using massive tax cuts to ting clothes, Mondale atchart an economic course tended a private party at
that has created the na- the Nashville home of Irtion's largest peacetime win Kuhn for the
deficit.
statewide finance com"In effect, we're ply- mittee for Sen. James
ing for that deficit with Sasser's re-election camthe highest real interest paign.
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FOR SUNDAY, JANUARY 10, 1982
What kind of day will tomor- Impromptu meetings are
nu be? To find out what the likely. Please others and
stars say, read the forecast make a good impression, but
remember it's important to be
given for your birth Sign.
true to yourself.
SCORPIO
ARIES '
.1/
(Oct.Z3to Nov. 21)
• Mar. 21,to Apr. 19)
Though you'll make some Differences could arise with
new friends now, you are in- a family member over a
clined to go to extremes when career matter. Still, opporpartying. Moderate behavior tunity beckons. Home entertainments are favored.
makes a good impression.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21) Atibrir
( Apr. 20 to May 20) tS
Creative types get profes- Don't put your foot in your
sional recognition. Salesmen mouth. Remember the social
are at their best. Don't graces. An ill-considered
overlook important details in remark could easily hurt
somebody's feelings.
business affairs.
_Amp CAPRICORN
GEMINI
4
(Dec.22to Jan. 19) 3
(May 21 to June 20) DA
or_a_clgig tie
Be sincere with othegs- You Either_you
could get carried away by the could be exthivagant, so be
sound of your own voice. Mean cautious in monetary dealwhat you say and don't be ings. A friend may not fulfill a
promise.
evasive.
ARIUS
CANCER
20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
(
Be alert for new work Your thinking may be faulty
developments, but avoid a regarding a career matter.
temptation to overspend when Tact and diplomacy are needcelebrating. Exercise your or- ed with those whose feelings
are easily hurt.
dinarily sound judgment.
rib. PISCES
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(C
(July 23 toAug.22)
Be sure that others are An unexpected career opensincere before you give your ing is possible, but don't go
heart away. New romantic overboard in your effort to
possibilities come now, but make a good impression. Just
you must be discriminating, be yourself!
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22) ffP% YOU BORN TODAY are
Though you're a stickler for ambitious and are willing to
detail, you could overlook work hard at perfecting your
something now. Unfortunate- craft. You have executive
ly, you're prone to let little ability and belong in a position
things upset you.
of authority. You work best,
LIBRA
)r however, when motivated b
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
ai an ideal.
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Sale

Price
Boxes
Beltless Stayfree" Maxi Pads

Price

All-temperature Fab' Detergent
84-oz." size . lemon-freshened
borax. Contains no phosphates.

Save now on giant 32-oz.* size
Softens hands while you do dishes

eld-adhesiye regular. super_ Or new
super deodorant pads. 30 per box.
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FOR MONDAY;JANUARY 11, 1982
What kind of day will tomor- Make plans for a party, but
row be? To find out what the be sure to invite old Mendota'
•
stars say, read the forecast well as new ones.
given for your birth Sign.
time to tend to your social
ARIESSCORP
23ItO
o Nov. 21)' ine
Mar.21 to Apr. 19) er44(Oct.
obligatns.(
Relations with others Un- It's a fast-moving time,
prove now. Initiative brings careerwise, but it's best to
you benefits in romance, but keep developments confidendon't mix business with tial. Be smart. Don't sho
your hand prematurely.
pleasure at this time,
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
(Apt.20 to May 20) t-SG (Nov.72 to Dec.21) w"
Don't put off domestic If there's a friend a a
changes. Now's the time to put distance whom you haven't
plans into action. Courage and seen in a while, now's time to
self-discipline bring work make plans for a visit. Check
travel costs.
gains,
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) Vi
(May21 toJune 20)
You're at a peak,creatively, Career ventures begun n •
and should spare no effort put- will work to your benefit, bu
ting your fine mind to work. avoid a tendency to persona
- Local visits and romance also extravagance. Become a good
money manager.
are stimulating.
- CANCER
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
Buy things needed for the A close tie may urge you to
home, but aim for long-range make holiday plans now. A sevalues. Extra energy allows cond honeymoon may be in
you to complete domestic order! Late evening accents
domestic duties.
tasks with dispatch.
PISCES ""
LEO
(Feb. 19toMar.20)
(July 23to Aug.22)
You have the courage of You'll make progress on the
your convictions, but you job now, if you don't let
should act on them now. Take yoursef become distracted by
the initiative in contacting a friend. Take steps to insure
others and presenting view- financial security.
points.
VIRGO
TIP% YOU BORN TODAY are
Aug. 23 toSept `*)
idealistic practical and
- Your powers of concentra- creative.'
tion improve. Work from tendency to scatter your
behind the scenes to increase energies. You thrive in the
cash benefits. Follow up on public sphere and are a worleads concerning employ- thy partisan of any cause you
ment.
believe in. You're sensitive
LIBRA
Arl and high-strung and need a
(Sept. 23toOct.n) As
-creative outlet.
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is the first to earn the
Medalist award.
A point total of 919 of a
possible 1,000 for 1961 is
the highest for the Shield
in the three years of judging by CSPA, one of two
major rating services for
yearbooks. The
earned 878 paints in,1979
and 884 in 1980.
In addition to Medalist
and first place ratings,
the 1981 yearbook was
also selected for two
Columbian Awards for
special merit from
among five categories.
The Shield received
special recognition for
theme and structure,
with 99 of a possible 100
points, and cover and
community focus, with 71
of a possible 75 points.
Lou Ann Blackburn
Gibbs of Columbia,
Tenn., a May graduate
was the editor-in-chief of
the 1981 yearbook. Her
assistant editor,
Charlotte Houchins,
Smiths Grove senior, is
the editor-in-chief for the
1982 edition, and Tim
Bland, a Paducah junior
who-was the sports editor
in 1981, is the assistant
editor for 1982

°

Ea - 3 Days Only
Rave`Soft Hair Spray
5-oz.-can of regular. extra hold or unscented

5-pc. Bathroom Set
Mat, contour rug. HO
cover. 2-pc. tank set. -

•Net

Tire and Service Specials

1981- Murrayltate yearboak
earns CSPA's highest rating
The Shield, the Murray
State --University _year
book, has earned- the
Medalist rating for its
1981 edition in the national collegiate competition of the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association (CSPA) at Columbia
University.
Medalist aWards, the
highest made in CSPA
competition, are selected
from among yearbooks
which have earned first
place ratings on the bases
of special qualities such
as personality, spirit and
creative excellence. No
more than 10 percent of
all yearbook entries are
chosen for Medalist
recognition.
Notification of the
award.to the Shield was
-- made by Edmund
Sullivan, director of the
CSPA, to Dr. Robert H.
McGaughey,chairman of
the Department of Journalism and RadioTelevision and a yearbook co-adviser.
The Shield was selected
for a first place rating in
he fall for the third suc_ cessive year *ice it was
first entered.,in CSPA
competition in • 1979,
Nowt.,rcr, the 1991 edition-

24x45" Rekersible Rug_
Handy reversible throw
rug in mUlticolors.

Ea
3 Days Only
20x30" Areq Rugs
Lots of styles' Poly_ester. polyesterThylon.

re-
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-DAY TIRE S
178/14 49.9F78x14 50.97
G7gx14 51.97
678x-15 53.97
1178x15 54.97
L78x15 60.97

35.00 1.80
42.I 4.44
43.00 2.28
45 00 2.44
47.00' 2.50
48.00 2.72
52.00 2.95

SERVICES INCLUDE
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
5

f.t.T.1178x13 43.97

•

12eploe front broke pods
True rbtors
Inspect calipers
Rota hydraulec system
Repack inner and outer beoringf,
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.
brakes are needed)
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SERVICES INCLUDE-. Repack front wheel
bearings
Replace front •tease
seals
3 Compute; balance
all 4.wheels
4. Align front end

ii

Sale Price

54.88 $36
Save!60-.mo. Battery
Many U.S. cars, light
trucks. Top, side terminals.

Mon -Sat
Special
End
Front
Many U.S: cars. Disc
brakes SiO
14101Ileest pads. feririciskinstr•
411.
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Your
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Mounting included- No Trade-in Required
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It wasn't pretty,
but Tigers beat
FC Pilots,58-46

Lady Tigers explode
to claim fifth victory
- -STJOHNSALERNO ' girls were ready dIsap- - and defenstvely-le The
pointed that we didn't. third quarter by scoring
Sports Writer
HICKMAN,Ky. — Mur- We just need to play to 18 unanswered points.
The offensive surge
ray High's Lady Tigers get game experience."
-needed only one quarter Thursday's home game was led by forward
to work off the stikinessof against Reidland. which Monica Greene, who sufa 21-day holiday break was postponed because of fered a sprained ankle in
Friday night in Fiilton snow, has been the first half but returned
County before setting off rescheduled for tonight at to hit four' field goals in
an offensive explosion 5:30 at MHS. The junior the third on her way to a
which left the Lady Pilots varsity game will start at game-leading 20 points.
Fisher said he does not
at the tail end of a 61-24 4 p.m.
--knovryet-whether the inAS Fisher stated, the
scofe.
Fulton County seemed team regrouped and jury will keep Greene out
. Reidland
a worthy opponent in the began to break the game of tonight's
early going as the first open in the second game.
Other Lady Tigers
quarter ended with Mur- quarter behind strong
ray on top by. a basket at defense and aggressive scoring in double figures
were forward Donna
rebounding.
12-10.
Fulton County's inside Rousse (12) and Lori
After the game, Murray coach Rick Fislitr at- game was shut off by Schanbacher (II). SChantributed his team's slow Lady Tiger center Kim bacher also had eight restart to the three-week Tharpe, who swatted bounds which tied her for
layoff but he added,',we away five Lady Pilot game honors with
regained our Composure shots in the first half as Tharpe.
Murray shot 41 percent
and pulled together and - Murray moved out to a
from the field sinking 24
did the things we needed 27-18 lead.
After shifting the of 57 shots and hit 12 of 23
to do to win.
"We were supposed to momentum its way, Mur- chances from the stripe
play last night and the ray excelled offensively compared to the Lady
Pilots, who hit six of 30
for 20 percent and 12 of 31
free throw attempts. The
Lady Tigers boosted their
season mark to 5-1 while
Fulton County dropped to
1-5.
Following the Reidland
game, Murray's girls
travel across town to
meet Calloway County
Monday at 6:30 p.m. for a
game which will precede
the matchup. between The
boys varsity squads.
MURNAY(61)
Jones I 3,4-1; Thompson 004 41;
5; M Greene 9 2-4 20;
Tharpe
Schaal:licher 3 5-7 II , Rousse60-0 12K.
4reene 2 0-1 4; Spann 10-0 2; Ridley 1012.
FlItTON COUNTY(t)
Ferguson 1 64 11;
Balder 2 2-4
Spears 1 7-17 0; Logan 1 14 1; Col 1414
2; Townsend I 14 1; Gaston 1 3.4 4;
Werkmaa 41146; Sledge 11-12.

WILD, WILD WEST — Murray center Jim West (41) shows lie's'ilot shy of
the backboard by claiming a rebound against Fulton County. West led all
scorers with 19 in the Tiger's 58-46 victory Friday.
Staff photo by John Salerno

from the floor for the
By JOHN SALERNO
game, and just 20 perSports Writer
in the first eight
HICKMAN, Ky. — "It cent
minutes.
Neither team
wasn't pretty, but we
scored until_ the first
won."
was half over,
Those were the words quarter
the
and
Pilots seemed
of one of a few diehard
to
eager
the controls
take
Tiger fans who traveled
8-7
leading
after one
to Hickman Friday night
to watch their team stave _period.
In the second, the lead
off a determined Fulton
changed hands eight
County squad 58-46 to
times as Fulton County
notch its seventh straight
traded buckets with the
victory.
Although coach Cary Tigers, who went into the
Miller was satisfied with intermission on top by a
the addition to his team's point, 18-17.
Murray started strong
win column after
defeating the 3-6 Pilots, -in the third quarter as it
he was not particularly opened a six-point gap on
w ith how the game three baskets by center
. .
Jimmy West and a nice
went.
"We played horrible. second-effort basket by
It's as simple as that," he forward Ronnie Pace who
said. "We looked like a grabbed his own offencompletely different club sive rebound twice before
than we have in practice. scoring.
But with 1:31 left in the
Every team has a game
like this during a season. third, Pilot center BerWe had no patience and, nard McIntee hit a layup
until the second half, we and intercepted the inthe bounds pass and fed the
leadership
ball to teammate Brian
floor."
The coach said Fulton Nall who converted the
County's ability to stay • four-point play to cut the
- with the Tigers in the first Tiger lead to two.
half gave them the con- McIntee led all scorers
fidence they needed. with 24 points, all in the
"Then they felt they second half.
However, Murray used
could play against us and
the
last minute of the
they came-out after us,"
third
quarter to open a
certain"We
said.
Miller
ly didn't show the con- nine-point lead with five
fidence we need if we're quick scores culminated
going to be the type of by West's 20-footer from
club we think we should the baseline at the
be. The best thing we can buzzer. West led the
do is just count it as a win Tigers with 19 points,
•
and forget about it."
Murray shot 38 percent (Continued On Page 9)

Lady Racers tipoff 5:15 p.m.

Remember last year? Racers beat Govs in OT
Murray State will
return home to Racer
Arena tonight after four
consecutive road encounters as the Racers
face Austin Peay in a 7:30
p.m. contest.

THAT'S MINE — Lady Tiger Kim Tharpe (34) goes into a tangle to recover an errant shot against
Fulton thunty. The Lady Tigers overcame a 19-day
holiday layoff to record their fifth win Friday.
Staff photo by John Salerno

The Racers, 8-4 overall
and 2-1 in the Ohio Valley
Conference, have been
victorious in 14 of the 18
meetings between the two _Arena as one of the most
schoca - -Racer Arenn dramatic in the 45-game
since the Governors join- series with t.he
ed the conference in 1962. Clarksville, Tenn.school.
Murray fans recall last Murray State forward
year's game with the
Governors in Racer Kenney Hammonds ham-

mered a slam dunk on a tory while they have lost
pass from Glen Green to Youngstown (66-50)
with one second remain- and Western Kentucky
ing to send the contest in- (77-64) in conference
to overtime. Brian play.
Stewart then connected
Austin Peay is-led by 6from the top of the key in
the final seconds of over- 6 forward Lenny Manning
time-to give the Racers--a who yanks second in the
OVCin scoring with a 17.0
70-69 final advantage.
The Governors, 3-10 average. Manning is also
overall and 1-2 in the averaging 7.4 rebounds
OVC, are coming off a and is connecting on 54
-respectible 8143- loss to- --percent of his-field goat
fourth-ranked Missouri in attempts. He was
Columbia. A 51-41 home honored as the- concourt victory over Akron ference player of the
represents the Gover- week this week.
Floor leader Tom Hill,
nors'lone conference vic-

Ricky Hood continues to
lead the conference in rebounding and field goal
percentage. The 6-7
junior is averaging 9.6 rebounds and connecting on
59 percent of his field goal
tries.
Reserve guard Tom
Adams will be back in
uniform tonight for the
Racers after missing the
last three outings with a
sprained ankle.
The Lady Racers will
play Austin Peay in the
first game of the basketball doubleheader beginning at 5:15 p.m.

a 5-10 senior guard, leads
the OVC in assists with an
average of 4.8 per game.
Murray's Glen Green is
second with a 4.7 assist
average.
Forward Kenny Hammonds is expected to
return to the starting
lineup for tonight's game.
Hammonds has started in
three games for the
Racers- this season and
has been essential in
helping Murray State
average 16.1 points off the
bench.
Racer center-forward

•

- Austin,top women,compete in Citincinati tennis tournament
•

CINCINNATI (AP) — yet-to-be-determinedTracy Austin is the top local qualifier in the first
seed and one of the few round.
The other seeded
ranked players who will
compete in the $150,000 players include Sylvia
Avon Tennis Champion- Hanika, Pam Shriver,
ships on Jan. 11-17 in Bettina Bunge, Barbara
Potter, Sue Barker, Anne
Riverfront Coliseum.
Miss Austin will face a SMith and Billie Jean

The top-ranked players
who won't be at the Cincinnati tournament outnumber the top players
who will be. Those passing up this stop on the
Avon tour include Chris
Evert Lloyd, 1;4er:tine

Navratilova and Andrea Jaeger.
Betsy Nagelsen, ranked 23rd in the World, was
'one of the players at Friday's draw. She would
rather have been in
Washington, D.C., where
the quarterfinals ofe the

$200,000 Tennis Championhips of Washington
were being played.
"There are seven or
eight players who have a
good chance to win here,"
she said. "Tracy would
have to be the favorite,
but there are several

players who have a shot ter results in just the last
half ygar," she
at it."
Nagelsen, from Venice, "You can be playing well
Fla.; said that this has but not winning — a lot
beer), her best year since has to do with conShe began _playing full fidence."
time-on the pro tour in
Nagelsen, who will face
1976.
Ann Kiyomura in a first-Actually I've had bet- round match, says-she's
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SLIDES OF
CHINA
William Cox Cordially Invites
The Public To Meet
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With Purchase
Of Fill- Up
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Receive a Free
Hot Wax
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Amoco Car
Wash_
•

r's?

641 South

•

<4101111

Enjoy a

eithme afok

Who Has Just Returned
From China & Will
Give A Slide Presentation
And Talk On His Experiences

Sunday, Jan. 10th
6:30 P.M.
Calvary Temple Church

First-place money is
$30,000, with $15i000 for
the runnerup.

rata_

Chevrolet

Rev. J. T. Johnson

kO

had to alter her style of
play a little bit because of
the dominance of
baseline. players on the
women's tour.
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visit in your
new home.
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1980 Olds Regency
4-door, white, white roof, dark red interior, lots of extras. 34,000 miles.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753,2617

V
pAins
GM GiliAUT
sFirsna

-1 641 S.
1 0.0
7
Murray

GENERAL MOTORS MITT DIVISION
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Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good place
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations yob can redeem to
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's wha
my Visit is all abollt — and Itstree.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people fur
over,50 years. Just call me.
ketiparkse Oirtleed 753-3071
Nestesses
Esigsberi King(Asst.)412-8348 ,
(Asst)753•5376
Mary
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Calloway downs Hickman in double OT

Clippers'owner
fined for remark

Lakers break ovedime jinx, 57056
By JIM RECTOR
• Sports Editor
CLINTON, Ky.0 — As
the old saying goes, "Experience is a hard
teacher because she
gives the test first, the
lesson afterward."

After three overtime
losses, the Calloway
County Lakers finally
learned the answers to
the test and produced
their first profitable
extra-period game.
Friday night's 57-56

double overtime victory
at Hickman County High
ended a three-game jinx
for the Lakers whose only
losses this season have
came in extended games.
---"You might think after
three overtime losses

By BARRY WILNER
we'd have kind of a men- good," Nute explained,. game into its second ex-.
AP Sports Writer
tal block, but during the "What we were originally tra period.
Sometimes, according to San Diego Clippers
Calloway was out- owner Donald Sterling, it pays to lose. By saying so,
timeouts in the huddles, trying to do was work the
both coach (Jim) Nix and ball down to :10, call rebounded, 28-27, out-shot however,Sterling cost himself $10,000.
I noticed a lot of poise and timeout and then work from the field, 47 to 45
That's how much Sterling was fined Friday by
percent, and suffered the
confidence in our our in-bounds play."
National Basketball ASsoclation.. commissioner
players," saiii,Chic Nute, "Instead the crovid noble* - worst night the team had
Larry O'Brien for remarks he made at a luncheon
CCHS head coach. changed the Laker plans. had all season at the free
the day before. The Clippers' boss indicated he
"During the huddles I The game ended on a throw line (57 percent).
would be Willing'to accept a last-place finish this
told our kids,'Hey, we've pcissitive note for But still managed to win.
season if it meant achance to land Ralph Sampson,
"It's a tough- place to
been in this :situation Calloway anyway as Key,
the 7-foot-4 center from Virginia.
before and we- knew how who led the-Lakers with play basketball," Nute
O'Brien considered such remarks "conduct preto handle-it." Noteadded--IT-pointar-wasloided-and- jndieiat-and-cletrimentiti-4.41w-NBAILefier-a-awift
E ven after Kejth Lovett hit the second of two free we're happy to get the
investigation of the incident.
fouled out in the second throws with :03 remain- victory no matter what."
"We have to bite the bullet. We must end up last
The triumph adds
overtime with 16 points ing.
in order to draw first and get a franchise-maker,
and 13 "rebounds, the , Hickman County's last momentum to the Lakers
like Ralph Sampson,—Sterling told a media gatherLakers maintained their desperation ,shot barely as they return home Moning.
Jackloyce,_the MR A's Director &Security...latexcooland handed Hickman missed and the buzzer day night for .a_ dictriet
County its eighth loss to sounded, giving Calloway collision with crosstown
viewed Sterling and newsmen who were at the lunits third straight win and rival Murray High (8
only four wins.
cheon, then listened to a tape•of the proceedings.
p.m. varsity boys tipoff).
Then O'Brien sent a letter to Sterling Friday.
Nute and the Lakers sixth of the season.
Nute said the game's'
Dennis Scott hit nine
-Our investigation verified the statements -atwere happy to get the victributed to you by, a number of writers present at
tory..bura crucial call in from the field and a pair successor will be the
the luncheon, such as: 'Our plan is to get the No.1
the second overtime of free throws to pace all team "that does the best
draft choice.' -We must end last to draw first to get
almost cost them the scorers with 20 in a losing job of doing what they do
franchise-maker,' and 'I guarantee you that we
effort.
teammates
His
best."
a
game.
will have the firstAr second or third pick in+the
"There are no secrets
With :35 to play Dan Nate Beard and Richard
draft," the letter said:t
between the two teams.
key hit a four-foot Duffy added 12 and 11.
-Our fans rightfully expect that the management
Calloway showed They know what we do,
jumper to tie the score at
players of every I•ZBA team are striving at all
and
we
balanced
scoring
after
know
what
they
do.
Nute called
times to compete at the highest level possible. I am
timeout when the Lakers Lovett and Key's double We'll have no trouble getadvised that you did not intend to suggest that the
reclaimed 'the ball, but figures. Jeff Garrison ting fired up for Murray
Clippers would ever act in any other way, and that
the partisan crowd made and Bryan Tebbetts and I'm sure coach
you regret having made your public statements.
pumped
in
six
apiece
(Cary)
Miller
won't have
Nute's efforts to signal
However,even though I accept your assurance that
while three guards — any trouble getting his
the officials impossible.
you and the Clippers will continue to perform to
Key again had the ball Brad Miller, Jeff Butter- kids fired up for us. It'll
your fullest on the court, your unfortunate com:
9 Nute
for the Lakers and he worth and Craig Darnell be a great game,
ments strike at the integrity of this league and cansaid.
couldn't hear the timeout each added four.
not be excused."
A Lovett steal and
Calloway and Murray
call by either Nute or his
O'Brien added that the 810,000 fine was payable
teammates. His ensuing breakaway layup tied the uarsity girls begin the
later than Jan.31," and told Sterling, "you are
no
shot gave Calloway a two- game at the end ,of night's activities at CCHS
that your future actions will be subject to
notice
on
point lead, 58-56, but one regulation, 51-51. Gar- at 6:30 p.m.
close
scrutiny by the League Office."
official said the Lakers rison was fouled in the
CALLOWAY COUNTY MI
said he respected O'Brien's decision.
Sterling
had indeed calledlimeout first overtime and was Key I 1-2 17, Lovett 72-4 16, Garrison
they misunderstood," he adddisappointed
"I'm
2 2-3 6; Tebbetts 7046; MrItera
and waved off the basket. successful on a three- Darnell 20-1 4; Butterworth 0 4-5 4 t;
interpreted what I said other than
people
"If
ed.
Totals 24 9-14
"When Key made his point play.
what I meant, I'm sorry. If we were to appeal
COUNTY(56)
Hickman County's Ted PrinceHICICMAN
shot it made my decision
1 0-0 1; Beard 3 6-11 12; Cooley
before the commissioner, I feel it. would be revers(calling timeout) look Walker did the same as I 04 2; Duffy 4 3-5 11; Walker 4 1-3 9;
ed.
9 2-2 20
dumb. If he'd rfiissed it. it Garrison, completing a Scott
Totals 22 12-21
"We want to win and Coach Paul Silas is a winwould have made us look three-pointer, to send the Halftone - CCHS35,HMIS23
ner. What I should have said was the owner wants
the team in first place. I was pointing out that
although we're losing, there's still hope. It,:s always
darkest before dawn."
rs••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The Clippers, tied for the second-worst record (824)inthe Western Conference with Dallas, would be
involved in a coin flip for the No.1 draft choice with
Miller said after the contest is at Calloway
the worst team in the East if the Clippers finish last
(Continued From Page 8) game he was satisfied his County on Monday night
in the Western Conference.
After being informed of the fine, Sterling said: "I
followed by Stuart Alex- team showed the ability at 8 p.m. following the
to take charge in the lat- 6:30 p.m. game between
don't think it's wrong to be honest. I'm not angry,
ander's 13 points.
I'm disappointed. I'll continue to fight to develop a.
In the final quarter the ter stages of the game. the varsity girls.
good team in San Diego."
best the Pilots could to "If we played the first
-s
MURRAY (51)
Tom Chambers,San Diego's No.1 draftee last
was trade scores with half more-like theseeent, -Mckfilian-2-24-47-Duffy-tiy1-97-Pacel
-summer,was upset by Sterling's comments.
Murray, and the Tigers we The coaches) would -34-3)-AtaCuiston.3-1141-2i--Wera-13-14-13;
Alexander6 1-5 13.
"He can't stop us froM running and jumping,"
FULTON COUNTY (415)
effectively broke the have been more
Bishop 00-0 0; Nall 3 2-28; Simmons 0
Chambers. "But it isn't good to know that the.
said
pressure
satisfied."
team's
home
04 0; Coffey 5 0-0 10; Tucker 1 1-2 3,
owner
has given up on us."
The 7-2 Tigers' next Argo 20-2 4
defense to seal the win.

Alm

Tige

IAKER DIRE(
— Coach Chic Nute diAtusses
...strategy %With his
Calloway County cagers. CCHS ran its win streak to three games Friday and
is currently 6-3 overall.
Staff photo by Jim Rector.

UK's Hall scoffs talk, hopes
to break Tennessee curse

•••••

Sports at a glance
NFL playoffs

- Soper Bawl XVI
Sanday.Jan.24
AFC champion vs. NFC champion at
Pontiac. Mich.

- Lou Central-34.-Lou.-Bishop David 45
Cumberland U.Lynn-Camp-3Z Lou.'Eastern 6.5. Lou. Waggener 56
Cumberland Co. 72,Gamaliel 46
Dixie Heights66. Coy,Scott 42
Lou. Iroquois 60. Lou. Fairdale 59
East Carter 75, Elliott Co 6-6
Lou. Jeffersontown 92. Lou. Moore 74
I,ou.
Ninth & 0-43. Lou. Evangel 30
•
East Hardin 73. Meade Co. 57
Lou.
Pls Ridge Park 59. I.ou, Butler 54
Elizabethtown 58, Grayson Co. 51
Lou.Seneca 65. Lou. Manual 57
Erlanger Lloyd 54, Bellevue 36
Lou. Southern 64, Lou. Doss 52
Erlanger St. Henry 71. Bishop
Lou. Valley 80, Lou. Shawnee 72
Brossart 45
Lou. Western 57. Lou. DeSales 43
Farmington 63. Fulton Cit). 58
Fleming-Neon 40, Whitesburg 34
Floyd Central. Ind.58, Lou.St. Xavier
44

By CHARLES WOLFE
banked only slightly say they're not more exAssociated Pres-s Writer under businesslike, cited about that game
Nations:Football League Playoffs
Sunday,Dec.27
-LEXINGTON, Ky. fourth-year Vols Coach than they are about other
Wild-Card Playoffs
(AP) — Kentucky Coach •Don DeVoe.
games," Hall said.
American Conferesee
Friday Games
Buffalo 31, New York Jets 27
Joe B. Hall scoffs at talk
Boys
"We're a border state, "Likewise, I think we'd
National Conference
Allen Co.75,Edmonson Co.58
of a jinx,but he hopes. he ..a national power and theyb_e_ more excited about New York Giants 27, Philadelphia 21
Ashland 58, Bath Co. 56
can break it tonight when certainly don't have any playing -Tiop-raiWFT)
dumb
---Taseerrirvp:
Auburn 59, Warren Central 49
his Wildcats meet Ten- trouble getting up for North Carolina, say, than
Garrard Co.66, Mercer Co. 33
Saturday.Jae.2
Augusta 72, Coy, Latin 61
Glasgow 6$ Barren Co. 51
nessee in the Vols' Stoke- us," Hall said. "...I would we would Tennessee this
Bardstown Bethlehem 64, Washington
H nsic4nier"
"
Hardnisburg-S3Dalias-38, Tampa-Bar*
Co.54ly Athletics Center.
doubt _that Tennessee 'year." .
nelton, Ind. SO OT
American Confereace
Beechwood MI, Ludlow 51
,
Hopkinsville 54,South Hopkins52
,San Diego 41.1diamiSLOT_
The teams have met could' play Mississippi
-Bere,a,61,
401
Jackson 73. Buckhorn 40 :
Hall
"
soft-pedaled—talk
Sunday,Jima
Betsy Layne 63, Pikeville 57
there nine times in Hall's State,. for instance, and,
Central 71. Clark Co 66
Johnson
'
Boyd
Ashland Holy Family 58
Al"23,
6
"
"
1 'wliece"
4
LaRue Co.68,Green Co. 57
Buffalo 21
tenure at Kentucky. He's have the,,same feeling about his Knoxville jinx-, Cincuinati
Breathittto. 89,Pendleton Co.81
Laurel Co. 70, Estill Co. 51
NationalCarieronce
Bremen 74, Whitesville Trinity 60
been the, losing coach that they have playing biit conceded he was still San Francisco
Leslie Co. 78. Evarts63
3S,New York Giants 24
Builitt East 71, North Bulhtt56
seeking
a
way
to
break
it.
Letc her 61, Jenkins66 301
eight times.
Calloway Co. 97, Hickman Co. 56
Kentucky when we're
Lewisburg it,Dawson Springs 70
Conference Chempioeships
Campbellsville 64, Metcalfe Co.58
"Different places pro- ranked No.- 3 in the na"We've had a tendency
Lex. Tates Creek 82. Madison Central
Sunday's Games
Casey Co. 50, Adair Co. 43
65
American Conference
vide _a jinx ..for different tion.
to overcoach or to pot
Cavefna 79, Taylor Co.6$
Livingston Centrattlf.-yon
-San Diegebtrincinnati
Cloverport 72, Portland Christian 64
people and it becomes
"I think they're whistl- more emphasis on the
National Conference
Lou. Ballard 55, Lou. Atherton 41
Conner 72, Walton-Verona 61
11110'
Lou, Beth Haven St, Christian
your stigma, cross to lag in the dark whenthev game than we should. Dallas at San Francisco
Corbin 65, Rockcastle Co 511
Acidet4 53
Coy.
Holmes
85
Boone
Co
73
bear, superstition, or
whatever you want to call
it,"Hall said.
"It's a hard place to
play. It's a Tartan floor,
apwhich gives you a different ,sound or feel, and
0-0h
the crowd's intimidating.
"Their style is such
that it exploits our
--weaknesses probably better than anyone -else we
If your thermostat is set
Increases in the cost of fuef
play," Hall said.
TenneSSee'S patience is
higher than 68°,
have caused electric rates
—commendable against
you're an overheater.
-• to go up. But-you can help
our style of play" and the
Vols employ a low-post
Kick the habit by tuning your
reduce your heating costs
offense,'which has given
thermostat down to 68°
by using
the Wildcats fits this
Season, Hall said.
and by wearing
electricity.
The Vols aiso have.the
appropriate clothing
efficiently.
"ability to push you out of
your offense on their
—several layers of light
Set your
home floor;" he added.
clothing will
Tonight's game, while
thermostat
not decisive in the
keep you warmer
at 68°.
'Southeastern Conference
race, will nonetheless rat—
than one
Ile the standings. Tenbulky garment.
nessee is 3-0 in league
ploy, while both Kentucky and Louisiana
State are unbeaten-in two
games. The Vols .are 8-3
overall; Kentucky is 9-1.
Looming over all this,
howev.es, is the
Tennessee-Kentucky rivalry, which reached
Iii I1, flame- Under fiirrner
Teniiessee coach Ray
Mears ,and has been

Prep basketball

•
Lewes64,Lone-Oak-53
Madisonville 56, Christian Co. 54 201
Marion Co 79, Bardstown 51
Marshall Co.65, Reidland 46
,
Mayfield 72, Heath 41
M.C. Napier 7$, Hazard 56
67,
Oneida,
Tenn
McCreary Central
47
Maysville
49
Montgomery Co. 56.
Murray SS, Fulton Co. 46

It hasn't been in
Murray for 20 yrs.

but...

its coming back
Olds Pont.c. Caddlac

PURDO

,,

C•st•ww. I.. Ow as
1406
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West Main-153-5315
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Are you an overheater?
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Murray Eleatic stem.
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News in brief

Increased quota may damdge
price support system, Mdckey

C

•

4

-

•

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The state has
awarded a $202,570 contract for general repairs
to the football stadium at
the Kentucky 'Fair and
Exposition Center to
Thomas G. Snyder of
Olentingy Restoration
and Construction, Waldo,
Ohio.
Two major items on the
repair list are reworking
all building expansion
joints and replacing exterior brickwork at
numerous places where
bricks are cracking and
causing a structural and
safety hazard.
Work is expected' to
begin by Friday and be
completed in -four months.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
LAP) — The head of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau
said that an increase in
burley tobacco quotas for
farmers could "jeopardize" the tobacco pricesupport program.
During a public
meeting' Friday, Ray
Mackey insisted that "we
must approach all'program decisions...with
caution. 'We must
diligently guard against
an - •oversupTity • sltinition...that would jeopardize our entire program."
Farmers are particularly sensitive to the
perils of tobacco - pricesupport program, which
recently faced, and
managed to survive, its
sternest test during congressional action on farm
legislation.
Tobacco industry
leaders are pressing for
quota increases of up to
10 percent in 1982 in order
to keep this country from
losing world markets.
Quotas for 1981 were increased by 7/
1
2 percent,

of pledges received ma $2
million fund drive.
"This is the first time
all our locaf banks have
stood behind a, project
such as this," said John
T. Bakhaus, co-chairman
of the ArtsPlice funddrive committee.
The bond issue must be
approved by the state and
Urban County Council.
The bonds, to be purchased by the banks, will
Mature in five years and
interest payments to the
banks will be tax-exempt.
The banks'contribution
will be used to retire the
ArtsPlace mortgage and
to complete the first

resulting in the largest both sides in trying to. program.
burley crop since _1963 — make a decision on 1982
The USDA said it could
some 720 million pounds.
burley quotas for 147,000 leave the quotas unBut, said Julian Singer, farms in Kentucky ,aa._.shatvied, with projected
a spokesman for R.J. well as farms in other federal outlays of $21
Reynolds Tobacco Cb., seven states of the burley million. Or, quotas could
"one 700 million pound belt. The department, be decreased by 5 percrop does not restore which must decide by cent, with a federal cost
(burley)stockato desired Feb.1 what action it will of $2 million..
The third opetion, to inlevels." If quotas are not take, suggested three
alternatives
that
quotas by 6 perhave
a
crease
increased and 1982 turns
out to be a bad year for bearing on the price- cent, would increase projected federal outlays to
growing, "there could be support program.
$44 million, the USDA
losses of foreign
The federal program said.
_
buys surplus tobacco and
phase of renovation,
A spokesman_for the
Much of the debate places it into a burley
which began a year ago.
over quotas can be traced pool. That.rtbbacco is Burley Leaf Tobacco
Participating were
Dealers
Association
ensupply-and-demand.
to
evetually resold, with the
American Bank and
The tobacco industry money used to repay the dorsed the 6 percent inTrust Co., Bank of the
crease, but said the
favors a good-supply of federal government.
LEXINGTON, Ky. Bluegrass, Bank of ComReynolds
proposal
of
a
10
reasonably priced tobacFollowing poor burley
(AP) — Eight Lexington merce and Trust Co.,
co, whilefarmers favor a crops in 197tand -1980,the percent __increase_ _was__
banks will'underwrite a Bank of Lexington, Censmaller supply that will pool is virtually empty even better.
$650,000
industrial bond tral Bank and Trust Co.,
increase" demand and now, and little of4he 1981
The Burley Farmers
issue for renolvation of the Citizens Union National
prices. Because of recent crop is going into the Advisory Council and the
Lexington Council of the Bank and Trust Co., First
poor crops, the price for pool. Farmers fear that Kentucky Council on
Arts building, it was an- Security National Bank
the banner 1981 crop is larger burley quotas Agriculture sided with
nounced
Friday.
and Trust Co., and Seaveraging over $1.80 a could increase the size of the Kentucky Farm
The action boosted to eond National Bank and
pound.
the pool — and the cor- Bureau in opposing quota
$1.05 million the amount
The hearing was con- responding increase in increases, as did the
ducted by the U.S. the outlay of federal Burley 'Auction
Department 01'- funds could provide addi- Warehouse Association
Agriculture„ which is tional ammunition to op- and the Burley Farmers
gathering comment from ponents of the support _ Advisory Council.
NEITHER RAIN, NOR SNOW, NOR
Doesn't have diabetes
- SHORTS—Allentown, Pa., letter carriers Jack
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Kent and Rich Mazoli have been wearing regulation
shorts on the job since last summer. Each bet the
other that they would be the first to switch to long
DEAR DR. LAMB - With diabetes. Others who want
both of my pregnancies I this information can send 75
pants. N‘ither has given in despite gusty winds and
showed a one plus sugar in cents with a long, stamped,
sub-freezing temperatures. The first of the two to
my urine with a fasting self-addressed envelope for
CHATTANOOGA, electricity demand dur- wear long pants on the job will lose the bet and be
settlement
ACROSS
blood sugar between 87 and it to me,in care of this newsAnswer to Friday's Punk
1 Party goody
4 Distance
Tenn. (AP) — The Ten- ing the next 20 years. compelled to drive to Elizabeth, N. J., to pick up
4 Goddess of
98. My babies were seven paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
measures
CCU CCCOO
CM nessee Valley Authority TVA has already delayed some particularly good cannolis, which are Italian
fi0VierS
5 Young boy
and eight pounds. I gained 30 City Station, New York. NY
MU CCM= LOU board is to decide in mid- construction of five reac- pastries.
9 Good 6 Bone
10019.
pounds each time.
(AP Lasserphoto)
OCUCUMO HMCO February whether to tors because projections
12 Cool drink
7 Rockfish
I agree that you should
Since my father is a diaCCM MCC
13 Mollified
8 Worship
:-showed that the growth in
betic I have a routine blood have regular blood and urine
delay
completion
of
three
14 Legal
UMW CCMOCCMG
9 Span
_
and urine test each year. I examinations. While you
• matters 10 Kind of vote
UOCCU MUM MC nuclear reactors the demand for electricity
still have a one pus sugar in have no important abnor15 Waltzed
11 Worm
CUM COMM DOB agency is building in Ten- would not be enough to
my urine and a fasting blood malities now, if your father
17 Water wheels 16 Farm
CU MCC 00000 nessee and Mississippi, justify the cost of comLOVELY, Ky. (API - Police ad Martin County sugar of 87 to 98. I am now has adult-onset diabetes' it
19 Speck
18 Raises
UUMOOMUU COCO TVA chairman
4,8 and it is 20 years later. I does increase your risk of
Charles pleting the units on Two women died early officials.
20 Peeled
20 Thrive
MCC MCC
am not overweight.
21 Merganser
21 Declare
I developing it. I am not -con-'
schedule.
Dean Jr. says.
Friday . in a residential
MUM
IMICULICO
• At Bedford, a fire in a have lost about 12 pounds in cerned about your urine
23 Teutonic
22 CornmemoCU
CUM=
MUU
Dean
said
Friday
that
fire
in
this
Martin
County
The agency planned in
deity
ratty* disk
business building caused the last year. My doctor nevi tests in view of your normal
CC CUOMO CCU the three directors will be
24 Ardent •
23 Tisne_periods
the 1960s and 1970s to town, and another fire damage estimated by the: or _preemik concerned about blood values.
27 Spread for
25 Growing out
assessing public opinion build 17 reactors, before damaged a building in
-the-mauler of-my lak-tests
DEAR -DR. -LAMB
drying
26 Type of
36 Chopped
measure
but lam:Whatia-you-say?
about
whether-. TVA the—dieae from pro- downtown Bedford in owner at 8250,000_ _
have a friend who has a cif
28 Jog
number
finely
46 Moccasin
and lives in an apartment.
The fire started about
should delay,construction jected__annual growth in north-central Kentucky.
30 Nevada city '28 Tellurium
38 Guides-- . -47 A Gershwin
_DEAR_READEFt - I say The cat never gets out
31 Paid notice
symbol
40 Roman
• 48 Peer Gynt's
of the reactors — two at electricity needs was
The Martin County cor- 1:30 a.m. m a -building you don't have diabetes. You except
for trips to the vet.
29 Frog's cousin
32 Causes
official
mother
the Hartsville plant being detected. TVA now oner's office said the vic- that housed a recrea- might have been classified She is expecting
34 Part of to be 32 Fort of a sort 42 High: Mus.
a baby soon
49 Hurried
built near Nashville and operates five of those tims of the residential tional center, offices and as having gestational dia- and I am wondering if she
35 Domesticate 33 Bible part:
44 Frosts
50 Pigpen
(GDM), a term should give up the cat. I
37 Quarrel
Abbr.
45 Danish
53 - a rule
one at the Yellow Creek reactors, three at the fire were Dana Lynn formerly a restaurant. • -rbetes
eserved for abnormal glu- have seen her kiss the cat
38 As written
No
injuries
were
facility
near
Iuka,
Miss.
Smith;
26,
of
Williamson,
Ferry plant near
cosetests during pregnancy. and she holds it a lot. I have
Mus
' WM 4 JINA Mil" ." TVA spokesman Carl Browns
39 Suppress
"To know for sure one would heard of a disease children
Athens, Ala., and two at W.Va., and Brenda Lam; reported.
41 Actor Asner
hi
to know what your get from excrement of cats.
u....II
Crawford said the federal the Sequoyah facility pkins,24, of Buddy.
Firemen from Bedord, need
42 Solar disk
blood glucose_ levels were Can you tell me about it?
agency
will
be
accepting
The
fire
started
about
hi
lil
hi
near
Milton
Campellsburg
and
Chattanooga.
43 Lowest point
during a glucose tolerance
the comments between
2:30. a.m. and was under extinguished the fire in test of three hours duration
45 Pub offering
DEAR READER - You
hi
Id
46 Outing
now and—Jan7-29-by-mail17117es.1.1gdfiuti by State two hours.
• in addition to your fasting are probably thinking-aboutid id —III hi
48 Changes
and TV-A's toll-free dress the Chattanooga
values. The value of 87 to 98 toxoplasmosis, a parasitic
&-1 Exist
MIa ii Mill ammo citizen action 'telephone Area LonventIon and
is not very impressive-and is disease. The parasite is
52 Rent
perfectly normal now that widespread and it is com54 Rodent
w• ki
ill line in the Tennessee Visitors Bureau, told
monly found in cat boxes.
you
are not pregnant.
55 No gentlereporters he hasn't decidValley.
w••tio
111 w
The ideas about inheriting
In the United States the
man he
COVINGTON, Ky. owe Money to. We're go- diabetes have changed in most common _source of
The three-man board of ed whether to delay the
58 German city
iii
ill
illu
iil•
57 Vesser.s
directors is also con- three additional reactors. (AP) - The spectacular ing to keep working to see recent years. There seems to infection is undercooked
ill
iil
WU
curved
sulting
a staff report, But, he said. "Given my fire that destroyed the that those responsible be a stronger inherited link . meat. Meat should be cooked
planking
eases at adult-onset dia---tcrItte-(140-P)-internat-meat
ill
111 - id
Ishii given to them this week, instincts, I would rather Fray Eseue Datsun agen- ay their debts," Rapier inbetes
DOWN (now called Non-Insu- temperature at least 15 minruled
been
1 Pop
2
has
cy
Nov.
told
anews
conference
lill
III lii
that evaluates TVA's op- be faced with a surplus
la
lin Dependent Diabetes utes to avoid this.
2 Cretan
a shortage of arson. But the ruling has Friday.
Mellitus) than in the juve61Wa killibM
Mini ns in light of lesser than
The disease is very serious
mountain
no effect on insurance ' Rapier said the in- nile-onset diabetes. The lat- if the fetus gets it and can
4han projected growth in power."
3 Awaited
claims, according to vestigation found no com- ter is often caused by envi- cause eye and brain damage
Frank Rapier, agent for bustibles or electric wires ronmental factors, including as well as other defects. But
WELL,I DON'T KNOW...
I HATE TALKING
GUESS WHAT, CHUCK... CAN you IMAGINE
virus infections. In various
A
SHE'S
VERY
&OOP
U.S. Treasury-, that might have caused studies, frequently only one it cannot be transmitted
the
TO
YOU,
CHJCK
!
THE,/ MADE MARCIE- 'THAT 7CAN YOU REALL'i
through the placenta unless
SUPPOSE
STuDENT..I
Alcohol,
Bureau of
the fire.
of a pair of identical twins the mother has an acute
IMAGINE THAT, CHUCK? SHE DEERVES IT...
PATROL PERSON!
Tobacco &Firearms.
The massive building had juvenile-onset diabetes infection. Your friend proba"We have not accused was destroyed, as well as which means in those canes bly has already been
it was not an inherited exposed, if her cat is infectanyone, nor have we 43 new and used cars in- defect.
ed, and would have a chronic
eliminated anyone. We're side and all the firm's
I am sending you The infection rather than an
kind of like bankers you records.
Health Letter number 18-10, acute infection. Your friend

HEALfisico

Board to make decision
on three nuclear reactors

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

fire
Two women die_ in Friday
_

-

Car agency fire ruled arson

TIIIHE ACES

YEP, IT IS

"Experience enables us to
recognize a mistake when
_We make it again "
Glasow.

IRA G. CORN,JR.
91011.TR_

MY DOCTOR ORDERED
ME-TO -GNA€1T_C,}4 FROM
mART1 N IS TO
DIET 50DAS

VMAT DID
_pa?

1.94
--

EAST
--•.84 117 10 9 65
•9 7
4 A J 84 3

There are 80 pages
experience included in
recently published book by
• SOUTH
Hugh Kelsey entitled, "Test
-4Q
Q J fe 2
Your Trump Control.• VAKJ83
•A36
-Using an easy-to-read
fOrmat, the author presents
36 problems which cover
Vulnerable: Both.
basic to advanced areas of
trump management (BarSouth. The bidding:
clay Bridge Supplies, 8 Bush South West North .
pass
1 NT
Avenue.. Port Chester, NY,-141,
Pass
A
3V
4
10573. $6.95 pp). Today's 2:

AP,SON,

-5vVITCHED
DOCTORS

A.

THOSE EVIL.CORRUPT
MEN TURN MY 5TOA1ACH.CHIEF.10U'RE
suCk A REL IEF • AN HONEST 44N.

THANK
YOU'

it'ex r
FOR 7.W 6HOT WIC WALA"5.

WEEK:
TM-4.

2. Notice

Wia
The only way to UAW
Is *oh
remember
pictures.

Carter

Studio
300 Ma,:i

Dealer:

70 Model Darn
12' by 55' For Sale.
Call 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.

753 825,.'

•4

III TICE
East
Pass
Pass

hand. is one of the ,typical

SHE DOESN'T GIVE ME
A CHANCE TO BE STUPID
ANYMORE!

might talk to her obstetrician or perhaps by DOW to
her child's pediatrician;----

1141-44.
•IC854
•9762

WEST
Alt A 9_64
of. •Q210
32
a 4K Q10

-

Hyperglycemia: The Diabetic Problem, so you can
updatf.- your--knowledge--on

•
Pass
problems-'
—me North-South hands Opening lead: Club king
are shown together with the
bidding and initial defense.
"West plays thee king and discard a diamond. You ruff
queen of clubs. How do you the third club, draw trumps
plan the play?"
and play spades. Luck preNext comes a review vails and when West wins
explaining the author's solu- his ace of spades, he-has no
tion. He says. "This is a clubs and you now have 10
good contract and 10 tricks tricks."
are in sight. However, if
Bid with Corn
trumps are 4-2 how' db.you
overcome the danger . in
South holds: I-9-B
clubs -try- retain trump
.control?
•
•A 9 6 5
"If you ruff the 'second
W 72
club and trumps are 4-2, you
•Q 1032
•K Q 10
may lose several more clubs
when you knock out the
spade ace.
South
"Most players know about I*
1*
the holding up aces at no 2*
trump contracts, but few
would think of a hold-up at a
suit contract Yet, it's the ANSWER: Three diamonds.
same _principle. You hope to A nice hand for diamonds
--meleaust ...caw.: defender of but not good enough for a
clubs before giving him the stronger bid.
ace-at spade. Here you can
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
afford to lose two clubs arld P
0 Be, 12350, Dallas, Texas 75225,
one spade Instead of rutting with self-addressed, stamped envelope
the second .4.40.- vou- shOuld ter reply

NOTICE
Will clean-gutters *arid do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

Baer Shofar is new
employed with
Auto Repair. Na
rhos his Meals ask
former moonier, to
come by end see-him
or cell at 489-2551.

LEO'S GRAND
Mei or
bates Boots
'10 to '40 Off.
Die Group
Dress Boots
'29.95
Dee eutire
wall Merchandise
V3 Off
Bells. Straw Hats, shirts.
coats aid Itamlbals
Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Plus
753-7113

9-9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

OPENING,
FREE
DIAMOND
DRAWING.

GOLD-SILVER GEMS
Spinals: Diemeed Pendent'
512-171. Seiner I chair
$4.00. She down del
44.011. Wert deee while
pow watch sad visit
austral 33% Med crystal
hr Mwelry-docer. Net Fen•
ey, set expeesive. Licete4
b Coleman Realty (rem)
404 N. 1716 /13-9090.
Noon
Toos..121.1 le
sod Oot Sme. hue.

•
Oak

77.

4

re•

Om,

dr

•

S
•

BEST

-to

tiv.s.Salurila. Januar) 9. 19t2

1'114 11 III.. %11 NH t .

eived in'a $2
rive.
e first time
banks have
a. project
'said John
n-chairman
'lace fundIee.
sue must be
he state and
47 Council.
be purchasbanks, will
e years and
Dents to the
ax-exempt.
:ontribution
o retire the
irtgage and
the first
enovation,
year ago.
,ing were
Bank and
ank of the
ink of CornTrust Co.,
ngton, CenI Trust Co.,
In National
st Co., First
ional Bank
1., and SeI Bank and

ibetes

31E"
2. Notice

THE APPLE TREE Management Trainee.
SCHOOL provides Ambitiout person-to
quality child care and develop as manager.
-educationat programs $17,000. TO 175,0017. MST
for ages 2 and older. year. Retirement plan,
()Denten for a limited profit sharing, full
number 94 children are medical benefits. Call
now available. 1503 Manpower Services.
Stadium View Dr. 753- 753-0977 for interview:
9356
Part or full time prey
• ious party plan demonstrators. Coroparty

trailers. Complete or
separate. up to $3000.
price range. Call 753-

e..panding in this area
needs one manager and
2 demOnstrators. No
packing, sacking, de
livering or returning to
collect. No investment.
Call Betty,401-552-2234.

prices are paid. Call
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748, 235-5648, Cadiz,
Ky.'
White faced hereford
calves, winged. 'Under
250Ibs. 753-8539.

GOLD &.
- SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

'Myopic Plum
14K Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
$16.95
Fleeting Hearts $3.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Pero,
dose.
Open 9 6.m.•9 p.m.
753-7113

3. Card of Thanks
I would like to sincerely
thank all my relatives
and friends for their
thoughtful gifts and love
they have given me this
wonderful Christmas.
May they .have a prosperous and Happy New
Year. James (Jimmy)
B. Curd.

envelope for
of this news-

1551, Radio
ew York NY

you should
cad and urine
While you
rtant abnorf your father
diabeter it
your risk of
am not conyour urine
your normal

LAMB - I
rho has a cat
apartment.

n• gets out
s to the vet.
a baby soon
dering if she
the cat. I
kiss the cat
a lot. I have
me children
ment of cats.
about it?
)ER - You
itrikliscabout --

a parasitic"
paraSite is
it is corn-

cat boxes.
d States the
source of
undercooked
ald be cooked
nternal meat
least 15 mins.
very serious
• it and can
rain damage
• defects. But
transmitted
icenta unless
is an acute

friend probeeady been
cat is infecteve a chronic
?.r than an
Your friend
her obstetris by now to
itrician.

1
111
..1

Da-w;
or Solo.
-0193
-

CE

is new
5tella
. Ns lauds and
omen te
see-him
1-2551.

RAND
NO, -

HID

LVERIS

tad Poadasits
ler 1 Asia
Owe dap
has while
sad welt.
laad aystel
Sc. Net Naive. Waded
eatty trawl
7534191.
pes.-Sat.; la
Nes.

Child's new pet, little
puppy. Part Collie, real
fuzzy, 6-7Ibs. Lost off
- Wiswell Rd. area
Please call 753-7219.
Found woman's watch
at Wal-Mart parking lot
in CentriT Shopping
Center. 753-0211.
Orange and white female setter bird dog in
tictnity of Almo. Reward. 3.54-650 or 4374254 anytime.
Reward leading to recovery of decoys and
equipment at Patterson
Lan-ding. 753-8744.

6 Help Wanted

Used black and white
t.v. $30. or lees. Call
759:1610.
Used boats, motors, and

3672.
Want to buy junk cars.
Call 4744038 after 5pm.
We buy standing timber
Of- all- types, Highest

Part-time Physical
Therapist. Licensed in
state- of Kentucky. 16. Home Furnishings
Pediatric experience Antique Chippendale
desirable. Call or write: sofa. Good condition.
Execu- Call 753 5093 after 5p.m.
Larry Knight
tive Director JAL- Kevil
Center S.' 10th St.
19. Farm Equipment
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
247-5396.
1.914
M
Y
Furgerson tractor. 400
hours.
actual
Like
brand new. Contact
SALES
Howard Brandon. 753POSITION
4389.
1977 990 Case tractor
Two or Three persons with breaking plow.
(men or women) to 382-2327.
work in local area. Full 4020 John Deere tractor.
Duals, chiesels, disk,
time position. Car
plow. 1240 John Deere
necessary. No explanter. A row cultivaperience necessary.
tor. 1967 Chevrolet 1 ton
truck. 753-0248 or 753Cali 502-527-8261
2893.
Saturday afternoon or
M.F. 246 quick attach
Monday from 9" a.m.
front-end loader. Less
to 12 a.m.
than 2 years old. Like
new. Call 435-4377 after
5p.m.
-

1

5. Lost and Found

's who want
can send 75
ag, stamped,

14. Want to Buy

6. Help Wanted

.

Stewardesses 418-35)
for Corp Jet. Free
training. Call Diana -at
(219) 345-2000 now or
write: Jetstar, Box
2000, Roselawn, In.
46372.
URGENTLY NEED"
DEPENDABLE PERSON who can work
without 'supervisiqp for
Texas oil company in
-Murray- area., We -train.
Write T. S. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern PetrortiT Box -789, Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.

.Situation Wanted

20. Sports Equipment

Mother of 2 age 30
desires to keep babies
or small children parttime or full-time, day or
night. 753-4506.
Will do entry lever
bookkeeping. Experienced, references
furnished. Call 753- 4575.
after 5p.m.

Browning Citori sk and
sk grade, 20 guage. $525.
.firm..7.53 0211. ,
New nichol plated 357
Smith & Wesson model
19 pistol. Home 6a.m. to
iom. 753-7646, work
tollp.m. 753-9614.

11.Insfruction
Gymnastics Classes
Murray Gymnastic
Center. 753-0129.

12. Insurance
Insurance
Is your hospitalization
insurance too high?
Want better
coverage? Call Tony
753
Montgomery
7 27 3
Bennett &
Murrrzy,
Associates
Kentucky. Group 'ate
for farmers

12. Insurance
EX-DEBIT
AGENTS
- -Did you leave th'b debit business because of
the collections, the servicing, paperwork,
and lack of earnings?

e

Here at AMERICAN REPUBLIC INS. CO.
our representatives only sell, and the Company supplies everything we need at no
cost to us, including a completely paid
training program and field training with
management.
We offer unlimited income after training.
We give you one of the finest 10-year vested
renewal contracts in the business both
HEALTH & LIFE. We will show you how
you are paid for 10 years on sales you
make each week.
In short, we offer you one of the finest opportunities in the insurance business and
you owe it to yourself and your family to
talk with me in a personal interview. Let
me prove to you that there really is a good
"SALES CAREER"for you with our Company.
Please contact:
David Repperling
17th & Broadway
Suit402
Paducah Ky 42001
502-442-1880
Monday thru Friday
8:30 AM to 11:30 AM

22. Musical
SPINET • CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE
Waisted': Responsible
gerty, to take over
piana. Can be seen
locally. Write Mr.
Poitiers, Bat 327,
C.arlyle, Illinois
42231.

Spinet-Console'
Piano '
Woofed: RespensiMe -party
Is take ever ler monthly
_payments ea spinet Mine:
Coo he seen lecaNy. Writ*
credit witanger: P.O. hi
537 Shelbyville, Ind. 46176

WANTED
Responsible party to
take up payments on
Mae new piano.

24. MisteHaneous

Kero Sun. Heaters. Smaff furntStied - aparOmni 15 $147.99, tment. Private. $90. No
Moonlighter 8154.99, chilren. No pits. See at
Radiant 8 $167.99, 4075-.1th
Radiant 10 $209.99, Two 1 bedroom Apart
Radiant 36 $212.99. ments partially fur
Omni 85 $218.99, Omni nished. Call 753-2438.
105 $241719. The Direc- Two bedroom apart
tor $754.99. Wallen ment for rent. Range,
Hardware Paris. •
oven, refrigerator, dis
Warm Morning gas hwasher, disposal,
heating stove. 1 year washer and dryer
hookv0, air, carpet.. No
old. Call 753-0777. Wood for Sale. $25 a pets. One year lease and
rick. Call 489-2101 or - $225 deposit required.
$225 per month._ Call
489-2231.
753-2622 or 753-3865.
26. TV-Radio
Two bedroom duplex
semi furnished. Now
19in. Black and white available.
Panorama
t.v. with stand. $50. Shores. $175. month plus
767-4443.
_
utilities. Students on_
In -Television Video. sidered. 436 2755.
492New.
$200.
game.
Two bedroom
8574.
townhouse furnished.
block from
Located
campus. Carpeted,
washer -deyer hook-ups.
Call _753 0919. If no
answer call toll free
1 800-292 3574 before
3p.m. Ask for William
25" color $39.95
Dolack.
19" color, 13" colTwo bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
or, 19" B/W
pets. Couple preferred.
$210. month. $200. deposit. Lease required.
753-7575
Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.
WANTED: Female
27. Mobile Home Sales
student, teacher, or
1968 Baron. Un- working girt to share
furnished. $2500. 474- nice furnished home
8838.
with young female un1974 Country Squire iversity instructor. $100.
trailer. 52)02, all elec- per month plus half of
tric, kitchen,furnished. utilities. Phone 753-9280
after 4p.m.
$4000. Call 527-0962.
Mobile home 1975 14x70.
33. Roomsfor Rent
3 bedroom, electric
753-6815.
Private furnished room
men students one
28. Mobile Home Rentals for
half block off campus.
12x60 close to East Private entrance, kitElementary School. chen, air condition,
$130. month plus de-- utilities furnished. $410
per semester. 1626
posit. No pets. 753-1873.
Hamilton. Call 753-1342
House trailer 55x12, 2
or 753-8577.
bedroom, clean, near
Murray, gas. Call 489- Rooms for rent. One
block from university.
7118.
Call 753-6933 or 753-1812.
Trailer for rent. See
.Brandon Dill at Dill's Sleeping room. Private
entrance, laundry
Trailer Court.
room, refrigerator.
Two bedroom furnished
-Zimmerman APIs. S.
.mobile home in Hardin.
$25. a 'week. Call 527- 16th 753-6609.
7516.
Two b.edroom trailer, 34. Houses for Rent
10x42, natural gas, furnished, near university.
Available Jan. 9. Phone
753-1895 after 5:00.
Two- bedroom, carBeautiful furnished,
peted, new -furniture,
fully carpeted Apartcentral gas fieat. See at
ment. Corner of 16th
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Olive for 4/four
and
Two bedroom. $160.
Co-liege Girls.
-Brandt's- T--r aileT --Court
Phone 753-8411.
Call:Days. 753-5865
Two bedroom near
after 5:30 and en
-Murray.--Furnished--withSundays 753-5108.
house furniture. Nice
throughout. No pets.
759-1305.
Three bedroom, 1 and 1
bath house. $250. or
30. Business Rentals 'half
house with 20 acres
$295. Approximately 1
and 1 half miles out
Mini
6415. Call 753-1499 after
Warehouse
7p.m.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
PIANO
FOR SALE
Wanted: Responsible party
to assume swell movably
payments en spinet/coasole
piano. Can be men locally.
Writ.: 4IACIITO phase
iandier) Credit Meneger,
P.O. Box 521, leckenieyer,
IL 62219

23. Exterminating

Air Mitts al Cassicals, RC., a Fortuna II wallies Salved is Os palletise sl actin gasss,tryssesic liquids, clesical
islemNiNes, al process* spans( Ns as imusdiats !partially hr as experinced drattsposse us.Prowl Istinwet

Tlit`posiliss still be casemate In kitties ill layout owl so
Nast meant plies systems Min Minas dew will saint
Nassau Sills el annals tor IN nalutiss art pant cost
•
Malted canons stall Ian as Asssciatss Mires is a
*caul area aid 1-3 RIES Waite' eiperinte primarily is process poise. -.•
N. NW a claptitits salary all marginal man Wail
Navas II a law a km Is peas inpailiso oromizalmo
asst w prolesstsul regiments. pleas. said a csolidnlial
Mint RE salary rarinienes N.
Slays lam

AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC.
P.O. lox II
- Calvert City. Ilestacky 47171
ir$irWsw irony 11

OPY AVAILABLE

olfit'ANevema

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

CLAYTONS

FOR RENT

Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Three bedroom Almo
Heights. $275. Phone

753 8411.
Two bedroom brick just
re decorated
throughout. Utility,
32. Apts. For Rent
garden area, large
yard, New Providence
Extra large furnished 2 community. Deposit.
bedroom - upstairs References. Call 492apartment. Water fur- 8594.
nished, central-gas heat
and air. Couple
preferred. $165. No pets.
7531203
Extra nice 2. bedroom,
unfurnished duplex in
story only
/
12
Westwood Subd. With
Ashley
;165,
fireplace, patio, stove,
refrigerator, disunit.
heating
wood
hwasher, disposal and
2 acres land.
washerdryer hook-up.
$265. month plus delakeway Shores. 2
posit..-759-1930 or

FOR
RENT

1

305-792-5565.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
duplex with all appliances furnished in
Northwood. No pets.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

24 Miscellaneous
1981 - Zenith Video Recorder with 5 tapes. Call
7530727.
----200tief. Home----fteatIng

Pii.....tkeraseda..: _Phone_
753-3859.

DRAFTING
PROCESS"PIPING

32. Apts. For Rent

AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcaseS,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Baby items, Bobby Mac
car seat, bath tub, high
-chair, portable crib,
lUe,_Call 489-2541.
-Teel Club Membership
Weakley Co. Tenn. 19
interest in 131 acre
track. Usually,..„-average
1 deer or more per
hunter. $7,000. Call 901
232 8225 after 6p.M. '
Firewood. .Order now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter'. 436 2758.
Firewood. Seasoned, or
unseasoned. $25. rick
delivered. Call 4364744
after 5pm.
Forty bar loint..._.30ft.
long., Heavy duty. Call
/535181.
SE ASONE_D
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18" 24"
available. $71..50 a rick_
delivered
Call John
Itover at 153 1(136

753-0814.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844.
Furnished apartments
or- mobile home. Starting at $85. plus $50.
deposit. 753-6534.
Nice 1 bedroom apartment near university.
LOWUM1t1et.753-3949'.
One bedroom, furnished, electric heat.
Call 753-6045 or 753-1579.

level house, 3
BR., fireplace and
wood stove.
$125. Dvp-le
apt., 3 rooms and
bath. 2 Wadi
East of MSU$150. Apt. With 3
rooms and be*.

Newly demoted.
753-99111

& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL suppyis FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Fm Delivery ea Prescriptiees is City Limits
0.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P.Aliller St.

r, *Comsuoty Cmter

Specializing In Senio. Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.04
• Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
* Open Hours
Mod., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sal.
7:30.2:30- 753-3685

34. Housesfor Rent
Be-auTifur-l-bearb-orn- -ar
electric. home. Carport,
utitiry roomy* ott the
ex tras.4-Onfrirnished,
conveniently located
across from hospital.
$275. Pei--month rent.
$200. deposit. No pets.
Call 753 9829.
Five year old 3 bedroom
house. Carpeted, large
kitchen, insulated, water'furnished. Near
Aurora. 5195. Pius de'
posit. 442 3877.
One bedroom house
Partly furnish.ed.

.
IT Motorcycles

AI Real Estate

MI"
51. Campers
1976 21ft. Min! Home
Camper. A I shape. 1975
2 door Chevrolet. A-1 -

1980 Yamaha Tri.mato

125. Call 753 0483.

Strad.
Peaty 4.Auto Services
Auto . Salvage.
that Opal,
Velkswagon, Datsun,
Subaru, Fiat, Chevy'
euv, Capri Toyota,
Honda. Call 47213257
Import

Office Caw to Coast
levers free Everywhere
ReBeble Service Since INN
11112 Celdweter Read
Mum,Kentocky 42171
(542)7S)-111116
Daytime
Mt.KENNON
Broker
Licemed IL Beaded

strape, 436-5524.

Repair

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered
A•,. COA ALUMIN'
SIDING or vinyl siding and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753-1873.
APPLIA.NCE.A.ER
VICE, KENMORE,

WHIRLPOOL and
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years experience.
Bobby Hopper, Bob's
Lakeway Shores. Call
Appliance Services 203 S,
753-6173.
4- 5th. 753-4872 or 753-8886.
One bedroom unAlexander Septic •Tank
furniShed house in Col'Take This
Cleaning. Vacuum
lionsa...Please!
dwater.
cleaned from -- y-ou-r
couple. 160. per month
driveway. Induserial,
No kidding, owner
plus $60. deposit. Reresidential, or corn
must sell. He's
ferences. No pets. 489m erc ia 1. 24 hour
been transferred
2267.
1977
service. Call 753-5933.
to
Murray
from
Three bedroonv house in
Ford
All your plumbing and
city. Lease and deposit
Omaha. He's leavair conditioning needs.
Granada
required. Call 759-1503 if
ing behind an.
Also do carpentry, painintegested.
Ghia.
ting, roof
assumable loan.
ing and concrete. All
huh Vale SINN
Poor guy!:We've
work done to satisfac38. Pets-Supplies
tgot every con753-2711.
Good condition, tion.
A KC German Shepard
fidence this home
Asphalt driveways and
puppies. 28 champions
will sell within the
clean, good family parking lots sealed by
in 5 generations. Also
Three
month.
Asking $2,3N. Sears. For free
car.
502-55/guard dogs. Call
call 753-7310.bedrooms with
2153.
7534821
after 5 estimates
Call
Automobile machanic
delightful decor,
AKC Registered Cocker
will do work on autobeamed ceiling
Spaniel puppies. Call
matic and all gasoline
527-8383.
greatroom, pracengined trucks. Alt work
Dog Obedience Classes.
tical utility and
e
n
A
Start Jan. 11. Register
yard pro- 1973 Buick Station Wa- guaranteed. Call 437fenced
now. 2 month to adult.
4546:
vides home for gon. $550. 759-1465.
Professional trainer.
your family. Dial 1973 Thunderbird. Re- Concrete block and
436-2858.
brick work. 20 years
753-1492 now.
built engine, fully
experience. Free es-.
wheels.
loaded,
mag
HALFWAY TO
43. Real Estate
timates. Call 753-5476.
$950. Call 759-1465.
HEAVEN
Fence safes at 'Sears
or maybe even 1974 Chevrolet Monte now. Call Sears 753-2310
Carlo. Body damaged.
for free estimate for
closer
$650. Call 759-1465.
Row cropping, 1974 Ford Station Wa- your needs.
livestock or a com- gon. Drives good, new
753-1222
bination of both - inside. $575 or best
HOMES FOR LIVIRG.
ROOFING
'W
,
tobacco barn, offer. 753-9672.
BUILT-UP
& SHINGLES
1974
HatMustang
milkhouse, farCOUNTRY
References. All work
chback. Good condition.
year
rowing
house,
CHARM
$750. or best offer. ✓ioranteed. rree
round spring-fed 759-4665.
Estimates. Coll 759Peaceful country
creek runs through 1974 VW Dasher Station 1859 or 753-6581.
livin' goes with this
the property into a Wagon. AM FM, 56,000
unique three
30-acre water shed miles, well kept, excelbedroom home in
lake. Oh yes, lent condition. Call after Furniture Stripping and
Graves County betRepair. Call 753-7499,
ladies, there is a 5p.RI. 753-5773.
ween Murray &
1974 VW Dasher. Call General hauling. Lime,
four bedroom 767-4787.
Mayfield. Antique
white rock, rip rap,
brick home 1975 Comet. 4 door, morter, sand, lumber,
log beamed ceilings
pampered by its automatic, air condi- ties and machinery.
in den and dining
ov7rters. What tion, power steering, Call 753-6626 after 6pm.
area, wood burning
more could you small V-8, good condi- Guttering by Sears.
Fisher Stove and
Sears continuous gutask?
How 'about tion. 753-8124.
central heat and
1975 Grand Torino ters installed for your
you
say?
financing
air. This is an exSport. Excellent condi- specifications. Call
We have that also tion.
$1550. 1972 Cadillac Sears 753-2310 for free
tremely neat
on this 293 acre Coupe - Devilte. Excel- estimate. ,
Cedar-sided home
country estate. lent condition. $1000. K & K STUMP REMOin quiet, private
VAL. Do you need stumps
Dial 753-1492 for 474-8838.
location. Offered in
1978 Cougar Mercury removed from your yard
nal
er
so
ro_ur_
p
theft-low-Oats% rhone
X R -7. Fully loaded. or land cleared of
brochure on this $3850.
stumps? We can re753-1222 for all inCall 759-1465.
estate. After hours 1979 Mazda 6-26.
move stumps up to 24
formation.
below the
4114436-2166_
cylinder,- 5 speed, air,- inches leaving
GOOD
only
Call 527- ground,
30mpg.
$5000.
NEIGHBORHOOD
sawdust and chips. Call
0962.
for free estimates. Bob
AND
1980 Citation. Sharp car. Kemp- 4354343 or Bob
NEIGHBORS
753-9400.
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Come see this three
1981 Datsun 310 like
bedroom,.142 bath
'
611IETTA HIS, WENS® new. 753-7853.
brick home with livI 200Sycamore
GOVERNMENT SURAlining Service Co.
Mornay. Kentucky 12071
PLUS CARS AND
ing room, dining
(5021753-1492
alowilem and vieyl
TRUCKS
NOW
room, family room,
AVAILABLE through
custom trim work.
chain-link fenced
local sales, under $300.
Retraces. Call Will Ed
backyard, large Call 1-714-569-0241 for
Saucy, 753-16N.
Portion & Thermion
your directory on how to
covered wooden
purchase. Open 24
Insurance &
deck, automatic
hours
garage door
Real Estate
Need work on your
1976 Grand Prix. Extrees? Topping, - prunopener, central gas
Soethside Court Sq.
cellent condition. 759- ing,
shaping, complete
heat and insulated
Murray, Kentucky
9702 after 3p.m.
removal and more. Call
tci TVA specifica753-4451
B- OVER'S TREE
tions to help save on
SERVICE for ProTrucks
50,
Used
those winter heat
tree care.
44. Lotsfor Sale
\ 1972 Semi. White freight fessional
753-8536.
bills. All this and ofApproximately 44 acres liner. $3000. Motor just P rofessional
fered in the low
corner of Penny road - overhauled,474-8838
on
paperhanging, - painting,
850's through Kopa n d Spring Creek 1974 GMC Sprint. Ex- farm buildings, fop,
perud Realty, 711
condition.
$1395.
Church road.- - Can 489- cellent
sides, commercial or
1803 College Farm residential. Call
Main Street.
2425.
Road.
Tremon Farris.
1976 Ford Van com- 759-1987.
46. Homesfor Sale
pletely customized, Sammy Tidwell Paint3 bedroom brick house. Built-in 8-track,cassette ing Contractor. ExCarpet thr.oughout, 2 and CB._ Has,captains perienced interior and
bathes, large living chairs, built-in exterior painting. Free
room and den. 2 car cabinets, sink,
estimates. Call 753-4686
garage with large stor- and ice box. Eating or 753-0487. •
Homes FOR MM.
age room. Call 489-2145 table and couch That Tree trimming and
11116AINIMI
makes isnto a bed. removal.
or ip_249. _
Hedges - and
JUST
By owner one and one Luggage rack and lad- shrubs. Firewood. 753COMPLETED.
Power
steering,
der.
bedroom.
half story, 3
5476.
And ready for a new
Walnut kitchen power brakes, and air. Wet basement? We
Mag
wheels
and
new
owner. Three
cabinets, fireplace,
make wet basements
basement, garage, low white letter radial tires. dry, work completely
bedrooms, great
753-8076.
utitity bats, deep --tot,
guaranteed. Call or
room, three lull
1979 Ford Ranger
near hospital. 12
write: Morgan Conbaths, very attracfinancing evadable with pickup. 4 wheel drive, struction Co. Rt.' 2 Box
tive kitchen, large
$10,000 down, $42,750. low mileage, excellent 409 A Paducah, Ky.
Call 753-4710 after condition. $4375. Can 42001 or call day or
utility room and
see at 1809 Westwood night 1 442-7026.
5:30p.m.
two Far garage.
Dr. 753-4106.
oeated tn- -new ...One-unit of duplex near 1980 CJS Jeep. 4 cylin- Will Sharpen hand saws,
university. $17,500. Rechain saws and skill
dev,lopment _adsellable, rental or re- der, 4 speed, 18,000 saws. Call 753-4656.
jacent to
tirement property. 753- miles, canvas top.
$5500. Call 527-0962.
Gatesborough.
2649, 759-1074.
55. Feed and Seed
•
Retire near lake at Pine 1980 Jeep CJ 7. 4 cylinImmediate possesround
of
A
bale,
hay.
4-speed,
power
der,
Bluff Shores. Lead
sion and priced in
simple life under steering, hardtop, rear Call 759-1330.
the 570'S. Owner
$20,000. 753 2649, 759- seat, 19,000 Miles. $6500. Hay ,ifor sale. $1.50 a
financing available.
489-2689. _
1074.
bale. Call 436 2689.
1957 Ford. $550.
474-8838.

For
Sale

v.

KOPFfRUD

I

f21.

Phone 753-1222, the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team.
HOME AND
130 ACRES
130 acre farm with
attractive 2
bedroom home and
several outbuildings only 8
miles soVeast of
Murra,ov Acreage
inclucf?s approximately 55 tendable
acres. Being sold to
settle estate. Phone
751-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for Real
service in Real
Estate.

K&M
Fish Market
is now located km Highway 94East 10 miles out
of town. Look for signs. All old and new
customers welcome,

!
Fresh Catfish 1-16
We accept food stamps 474-2701
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Fulltime, drop in service available

Day care center opens doors
Allowing infants to
grow and to learn in a
safe and loving environment is the philosophy of
the Sleepy Hollow'Infant
Day Care Center, ac-Cording to owners Penny
Morgan and Sheila
Cohoon.
The center, which opened Tuesday, can accommodate up to 17
children, ages from birth
to two years.
Open from 6:30 a.m. to
5 : 15 p.m. Monday

IN HAWAII — Faye McClure,local Avon representative,enjoyed the beauty of
Diamond Head during an all-expense-paid trip for the top 850 sales achievers of
Avon products. Winner of Avon's annual President's Celebration — Great
American Sell-A-Thon competition, McClure was treated to exotic dinners,
speciaitours exciting gifts and recognized during a banquet hosted by Wiliam R.
Chanty, Avon president.

payments and insurance
premiums, Maupin said.
They also caate adjusted
upward or downward as
the need arises, such as
clothing expenses and
groceries,she added.
Although Americans
are saving less than five
percent of their
disposable income,.
noted, a savings plan still
is an important element
of financial planning.
Maupin advised participants to review the
different savings plans
available at local institutions such as commercial
banks, savings and loan.
associations and credit
unions.

When the Kentucky
General Assembly last
met, two years ago, the
issues considered by the
138 lawmakers ranged
alphabetically from
absentee voting to
workers' compensation.
In between were issues
affecting almost every.
facet of life in the Commonwealth.
•
The same is true as the
legislators convene for
the 1982 session. But.
long—time
legislature,
—watchers
observe that perhaps
never before have so
many business issues
been scheduled for hot
debate.
That might seem fitting

Maupin told them to
seek out a savings plan
that meets - personal
needs — whether a
regular passbook account, a 30-month certificate, a money market
certificate an All-Saver
certificate or one of the
new IRA accounts.
She pointed out using
money involves an
endless series of choices
and requires a person to
think about alternatives.
Calling effective money
management a learned
behavior,she encouraged
participants to aet aside
time each week to review
financial plans for both
spending and saving.

•

•

Iowa University Press.
The second, entitled
"Saturation Writing," appeared in the November
issue of the National
Writing Project Newsletter. It describes a special
writing experience
teachers in Owensboro
and Daviess County
school systems undertook
as a part of their summer

during an administration
in which the governor is
fond of commenting that
government should be
run like a business -like business elsewhere
-- is in 'the midst of its
toughest,times in almost
50 years.
Business issues that
will get a great deal of
press- coverage include
such thorny topics as
unemployment compensation and the
alphabetically—last
workers' compensation,
both having big—money
implications for Kentucky employers.
But there are many
other issues that may get
only passing mention in

Sales representative
presented club award

Duke articles published
Dr. Charles R. Duke,
-professor of English at
Murray State University,
recently had two articles
published.
One is a biographical
essay on the criticism
and works of. American
poet Karl Shapiro. It appears in "A BiographicalGuide to Midwestern
Literature," published by

be provided.
Parents will be responsible (or supplying en
&deg A e _amount of
diapers or a change of
clothing. Parents also
will be called to take their
child home if he is sick or
feverish, Morgan and
Cohoon said.
The center will conduct
monthly fire drills
.
;keep
an up-to-date medical file
on each child, contact
medical personnel in the
case of emergency and

provide minor first aid
supplies.
Non-prescription drugs
whet-be administered,
the owners stressed.
The center also has indoor play equipment and
a bed for each child.
Morgan and her husband Pete have one son,
Kyle. Cohoon and her
husband Teddy also have
one son, ViJay.
For more information
about the center and its
services, call 753-0364.

Several business issues setfor debate

Maupin addresses seminar
Dr. Joan L. Maupin,
assistant professor of
home economics at Murray State University, was
a speaker about "Basic
Money Management" at
the recent Economic Concerns for Women seminar
at Ken Bar Inn in Gilbertsvillei
Maupin encouraged
participants to develop a
plan for spending as well
as a plan for saving. She
added a personal spending plan involves identifying both fixed and flexible expenses.
Fixed expenses include
those that must be paid
on a regular basis such as
mortgage payments, car

through Friday, the ing to fit individual needs.
Another staff member
center is located at 110N.
.12th St.
may be added,depending
Fulltirne and drop-in_ on the Dumber ofinfants.
-seriices are available.
Under state law,
The,center needs.a. one-•parqnts-are to proyide
day notice for drop-ms, their child's prepared forthe owners said.
mula or baby food each
Morgan and Cohoon ad- day.
ded they realize inThe center will provide
dividuality for this age a lunch consisting of a
child is essential for per- meat, vegetable and fruit
sonality . development. to those no longer on forThey set as the center's mula or baby food, the
goal to provide children owners said. Morning and
with structured schedul- afternoon snacks also will

most media accounts,
issues the business community considers critical
to economic stability and
growth.
Chief among these are
various taxation proposals -- or more accurately, tax—relief proposals. One favored
strongly by business and
industry is the Kentucky
adoption of an accelerated cost recovery
system similar to the new
ACRS applicable on
federal tax returns.
ACRS allows businesses
to recover the cost of
capital expenditures
more quickly lhan the
Iormer d epreeia tiorn
schedules allowed.
Chances of Kentucky
adopting. the federal
ACRS are iffy, primarily
because that will mean
the loss of millions in corporate taxes to an
already—strained state
budget.
Effective removal of
Kentucky's personal property tax on business inventories is another ma-

Robert J. Nicholson, company's 37(h annual
sale representative for international convention
Charles- D. gubank -& in December in Kansas
training in the West.ken- Associates, Inc., received City, Mo.
ticky Writing Project.
the Carnegie Club Award,
Directed by Duke, the according to J. Oliver
Dale Carnegie &
project is one of mare - Cram-,- president-of- Da-le----Associates, Inc., which
than 70 in the United Carnegie & Associates, represents five training
States and Europe Inc.
courses, is represented-in -designed to enhance
The award was t h e United States,
teachers' skills in the presented in recognition Canada and 56 other
teaching of writing. The of Nicholson's excep- countries, Crom said.
FRANKFORT — The
projects are funded by tional sales performance, Each year more than Motor Vehicle Dealer
the National Endowment Crom said. The presenta- 100,000 people enroll in Board approved 52 apfor the Humanities.
tion was made at the the courses.
plications, including
three in Murray, for permanent automobile
dealership licenses
throughout state.
They include Larry
Wilsok's Cleanup Shop &
Pat Latimer, a Bank of have two children, Can- whichever is less,
MaEray employee for 12 dace,10,and Jeremy,6.
Latimer said.
years; 'recently was apLatimer is a member of
For a spousal IRA, 100
pointed Individual the Hazel Baptist Church percent of earned income
Retirement Accounts and of the Hazel Womans of $2,250 may be
(IRA) representative for Club.
deposited.yearly.
,
the bank.
All deposits in the acAccording to-- Latimer,
Her responsibilities in- IRA rules and regulations count are tax deductible,
clude managing existing are based on the enact- she added.
IRA accounts and expan- ment of the 1981
Deposits may be made
ding the department.
Economic Recovery Tax 'monthly.
A native of Hazel, Act.
The account grows on a
-41,„atimer previously servlax
shelter basis and no
Anyone with an earned
ed the bank as supervisor
taxes are paid on the aceligible
income
to
is
of the proof department
count until witlidrawls
and proof machine establish an IRA account, are made, the IRA
said.
she
operator and as a teller.
representative said.
She is married to
Persons can make
For more information
James R. Latimer, a yearly deposits up to 100 concerning IRA and its
teacher at Puryear percent of their earned services,contact Latimer
Junior High School. They income or $2,000, at the Bank of Murray.

jor issue; so is legislation
giving cities apd counties
the power lb forgive
real—estate property
taxes for up to 10 years,
as a means of attracting
new industry. Another
bill with business support
would allow the state to
designate "enterprise
zones" in depressed
areas, and would give
businesses locating in
those areas a package of
tax benefits.
After taxes, the biggest
area of-business interest
in the 1982 legislature
concerns regulations and
related paperwork. While
all businesses are affected, small busineses
are the loudest in their
advocacy for simplicity
and reduction of regulations and permitting.
One favorite bill of the
legislature's Task Force
on Small Business calls
for a "one—stop—shopping'' system for
businessesand industries
in need of state permits
or licenses. A clearinghouse would be

Vehicle dealer board okays
three Murray applications

Pat Latimer appointed to direct
Bank of Murray IRA department

Used Cars, Todd
Brothers Kustom Kar
Karriers & Used Cars and
Walker's Used Cars.
An application for M.S.
Motor Sales,also in Murray, still is under consideration.
The board also denied
three applications.

established in the state
Commerce Department
to assist business owners
through that maze, and
eventually one form
would be used to apply for
all government—required permits.
The Task Force, which
held a series of public
hearings on the needs of
Kentucky's small
businesses, also proposes
a law requiring state
agencies to prepare
cost -benefit "regulatory
impact analyses" when
they propose new regulations.
Other business issues
include changes in Kentucky's prevailing—wage law which now requires
contractors to pay what is
typically .union—scale .
wages to workers on
public construCtion projects; heavy lobbying for
some form of statewide
banking, and an expected
pus.tif ora
right—to—work law that
would not allow labor
unions to require that
employees become union
members as a condition
of employment. Governor
Brown supports some
change in the prevailing—wage law, favors a
multibank holding -tompany law but said he
won't publicly push for it
and opposes a
right—to—work law -and his feelings on these
issues are probably an
accurate gauge of the
chances of each piece of
legislation.

M. Ronald Christopher
and

William E:. Pinkston

Will Continue Their Practice Of Law

IRA REPRESENTATIVE — Pat Latimer, a 12year employee of the Bank Of Murray, has been appointed the bank's Individual Retirement Accounts
representative.

205 South Sixth Street
Hours
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday-Friday
Weekends And Nights By Appointment,
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Consumers again wait
for last minute saris

By LORRAINE
CICHOWSKI
AP Business Writer
Although some
analysts had given up
hope, consumers
discovered their
Christmas spirit at the
last minute and saved the
1981 holiday shopping
season from disaster.
The same pattern has
been repeated for the
past several years —
shoppers waiting as long
as possible to buy
Christmas presents to see
what goes on sale. They
waited so long this year,
however, with its rising
upemployment and
deepening recession, that
industry watchers were
getting nervous.
fiat business during
Christmas week and the
days ininiediately after
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Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations

the holiday was even bet- ing down items by 40 perter than some of the cent or more since early
retailers had been hoping November because of
for.
slow .sales — much
earlier and much steeper
Federated Depiiiinent
than in the pastoretailers
Stores, for instance,
analysts have said.
posted a 25 percent sales and
gain for the week ended - Final sales reports for
Dec. 28 compared with December 1981 will be
the same 1980 period, ac- released Thursday.
cording to preliminary
Greenstein said
reports compiled by
Monroe Greenstein, a preliminary reports from
retail analyst with the other retailers for the
New York securities firm week ended Dec. 26 show
that Sears, Roebuck &
of Bear,Stearns & Co.
Co. had a 17 percent sales
Cincinnati -based gain over the comparable
Federated, the nation's 1980 period; K mart Corp.
largest department store sales were up 16 percent;
chain, owns Bloom- J.C. Penney Co. was up 20
ingdale's in New York percent; Dayton Hudson
and Abraham & Straus — Corp. had a 35 percent to
both of which have an 40 percent sales increase;
upper- td Upper-middle- and May Department
class clientele.
Stores Co. sales increasStores have been mark- ed 9 percent.
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Faye McClure
Sleepy Hollow Infant
Day Care Center
Joan Maupin
Charles R. Duke
Pat Latimer
Robert J. Nicholson
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